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Manual Analysis Phase for (PIFPM):
Platform Independent Forensics Process Model for Smartphones
F. Chevonne Thomas Dancer
Jackson State University
1400 JR Lynch Street
frances.c.dancer@jsums.edu
ABSTRACT
In this paper, the Apple iPhone, HTC Aria, and HTC
TouchPro 6850 was used in an effort to generate the
average change in file content by device while
applying XRYv6.1 and DiffMerge in Experiment 2.
XRY writes the data in the form of files at the root of
the folder to determine the manual analysis phase for
smartphones. RIM (Blackberry 7105, Blackberry
8530, and Blackberry 8703e) and Symbian Nokia
5230 Nuron were used to analyze data that averages
the percent of change by category in Experiment 1,
along with Apple iPhone, HTC Aria, and HTC
TouchPro 6850. The manual analysis of smartphones
can be obtained by comparing Experiment 1 with
Experiment 2 to show what was altered and what did
not change. Apple iPhone 3G A1242 has the greatest
change of all the smartphones. Both the HTC
TouchPro 6850 and HTC Aria have the same order in
Experiment 1 as in the final order and the RIM OS'
order is the same as well. The Nokia Nuron 5320 is
not supported by XRYv.6.1 for MMS and Picture
categories, but the final order was the same as
Experiment 2; SMS, Contact, Picture, MMS.

KEYWORDS
Digital forensics, XRY, Apple, Android, WMD,
RIM, Symbian

1 INTRODUCTION
Digital Forensics, primarily Small Scale Digital
Forensics, enables examiners to determine
whether it did happen or it did not happen on a
smartphone based on data from XRY. Because
many mobile OS devices contain proprietary
software, the full operation of each has not been
realized by forensic examiners. In most cases,
without the needed equipment and software for
each, the kernel is unreachable. In others, the
kernel may still be inaccessible [1] and [8]. In
order to help combat this issue, experiments
were designed that can reveal how the kernel
deals with file stores, edits, and deletes after

certain operations. Knowing this information
may help an examiner at certain points in the
examination. It may even help to negate or
support the testimony of a potential witness,
victim, or offender [2] and [4].
The following categories are studied: browser
operations, call operations, voicemail operations
(only applicable to the Apple iPhone), messaging
operations, contact operations, and camera
operations. There are three smartphones used in
this experiment with varying levels of operation.
The Apple iPhone 3G A1241 is functional and
currently under contract with AT&T®. The HTC
Touch Pro 6850 had to be hard reset in order to
function correctly and was previously under
contract with Sprint® [5]. The OS is WM OS
v6.1. The HTC Aria was previously under
contract with AT&T® with an Android OS v2.1.
Experiment 1 compares the files with their
smartphone category with respect to the size,
carrier, and platform. The former of the three
tests are taken into consideration when coming
up with a manual analysis. RIM Blackberry
8703e, Blackberry 7103, Blackberry 8530,
Apple iPhone, HTC Aria, Symbian Nokia Nuron
and HTC TouchPro 6850 were applicable in this
experiment. For Experiment 2, XRY writes this
information in files at the root of the folder.
Although it alters the outcome of the experiment,
some forensics data is still available to be
examined. RIM Blackberry 8703e, Blackberry
7103, Blackberry 8530, and the Symbian Nokia
Nuron already performed in Experiment 2, and
the Apple iPhone, HTC Aria, and HTC
TouchPro 6850 will perform in this experiment.
To assist with folders that change in content, the
researcher has deign a lookup tables with unique
IDs that tells the status from test state 1 to test
state 2 in Table 1[5-9].
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Unique
ID
B-IO

Browser

Cat

Table 1: Unique ID Lookup Table
Test State 1 to Test State 2

Initial to Open Browser Window

B-OG Open Browser Window to Google Search
B-GC Google Search to Close Browser Window
B-OC Open Browser Window to Close Browser
Window
B-GD Google Search to Delete History and
Bookmarks

L-IL

Initial to Passcode Enabled (iPhone only)

L-LnS Passcode Enabled to no SIM (iPhone
only)
Vmail-IR Initial to Received Voicemail (iPhone
only)
Vmail- Received Voicemail to Listened to
RL Voicemail (iPhone only)
Vmail- Listened to Voicemail to Deleted
LD Voicemail (iPhone only)

2 EXPERIMENT 2: Average in Change
Content

B-CD Close Browser Window to Delete History
Contact

C-IN

Initial to New Contact

C-NA New Contact to Altered Contact
C-AD Altered Contact to Deleted Contact
M-IR Initial to Received MMS message
M-IS

Initial to Sent MMS message

M-RO Received MMS message to Opened MMS
message

MMS

M-RD Received MMS message to Deleted MMS
message
M-SD Sent MMS message to Deleted MMS
message

Pic

P-IN

Initial to New Picture

P-ND New Picture to Deleted Picture
S-IR

Initial to Received SMS message

S-IS

Initial to Sent SMS message

S-RO Received SMS message to Opened SMS
message

SMS

S-OD Received SMS message to Deleted SMS
message
S-SD

Sent SMS message to Deleted SMS
message

V-IP

Initial to Placed Call

V-IRA Initial to Received Answered Call
V-IRU Initial to Received Unanswered Call
V-IDC Initial to Deleted Call log
V-PDC Placed Call to Deleted Call log

Miscellaneo
us

Call

VReceived Unanswered Call to Deleted
RUDM Missed Call
A-ISA Initial to Stop All Apps (TouchPro 6850
only)
J-IJB

Initial to Jailbreak (iPhone only)

J-JBDM Jailbreak to Delete SMS (iPhone only)

XRY writes a specific set of information to each
examination file. As an aside, these files were
counted in the analysis of the results. XRY also
alters the state of most of the devices or instructs
the examiner to do so before experimentation
began. Following is an outline of the extraction
media, the data limitations, and the changes
made to each device.
The recommended media connection for the
Apple iPhone is by microUSB cable. XRY v6.1
is unable to support the extraction of SIM calls,
SMS, or contacts, tasks, PC & device clock,
retrieval of the phone number of the device, and
any data from the memory card. Email extraction
is partially supported, but only if the device is
jailbroken and MMS is only supported on an
iPhone OS of 3.0 or later. XRY makes no
changes to memory, but in order to extract the
maximum amount of data from the device, the
state of memory has to be altered by jailbreaking
the device. The Apple iPhone used in this
experiment was examined both pre and post
jailbreak so that the results of each could be
compared [3].
The HTC Aria has the same recommended
connection as all the other devices; microUSB
cable. The following items for data extraction
are not supported: pictures, audio, video, files,
tasks, and notes. XRY partially supports email,
but fully extracts SIM contacts and SMS, device
contacts, calls, SMS, MMS, calendar events, and
memory card data. XRY makes no changes to
memory but before extraction can begin, the
examiner must ensure that "USB debugging" is
enabled which will alter the current state of the
device [3].
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The HTC TouchPro 6850 is not listed as a
supported device, but is recognized as a
Windows Mobile 6 device upon connecting it to
XRY using a media USB cable. There are three
other TouchPro devices reported to be supported
that extract all features except SIM calls and
device notes. Due to security settings, IMEI,
IMSI, and SIM SMS may not be extracted. XRY
makes changes to the device by installing an
XRY plug-in to the root of the memory of the
phone and is executed from there. There is an
option to install the plug-in on a memory card in
order to avoid altering the state of the device.
Regardless of installation choice, the plug-in is
said to be uninstalled automatically [3].
In order to compute the difference in the number
of files where the content differs, each folder
structure representing each test was inputted into
the DiffMerge software along with its
comparison test folder structure. DiffMerge
returned the number of identical, “Iden”, and
different files, “Diff”, the number of files
without peers, “W/P”, and the number of folders,
“# Folds”. The percent difference, “% ∆”, in the
number of files where the content changed was
computed by adding the number of different files
and files without peers and dividing by the total
number of files within the folder structure. This
number is then divided by 100. “Num of Diff” is
the number of differences from test state 1 to
state 2 and “Cat%∆” is the number that is
categorically different [9].
The HTC Aria report 1 file as identical, 4 files as
different, and 0 files as being without peers in
Table 2. These four files listed as different are
the same log files found in the HTC TouchPro
6850 file structure. The 1 file on the HTC Aria
that is identical to all the other tests is also a JPG
file containing a picture of an HTC Aria.
Examination of the 4 files revealed the same
results as did looking at the 4 HTC TouchPro
6850 files being reported as different. The
percentage is the same for the HTC Aria with
smartphone categories of SMS, Call, Contact,
and Browser.
Since the HTC TouchPro 6850 is not listed as a
supported device, not much data was extracted
from the device in Table 3. Throughout all 16

tests, there were a total of 4 files found listed
under the different category. There were 0
identical and 0 without peers. When examining
these 4 files, it was discovered that they were all
generated by XRY and are all types of log files:
Case Data.txt, Device-General Information.txt,
Summary.txt, and XRY System-Log.txt. When
examining the 4 files to discover the differences,
it was found that they are minor changes such as
date and time of extraction. It is not known what
types of files are being manipulated. It is
possible that only the size of the log files are
changing, therefore providing results as seen in
the first experiment. Therefore, the amount of
change in the number of files per test gives us an
average change percentage of 100% for each
smartphone category as follows: Picture,
Contact, and Browser.
Table 2: HTC Aria % Change in Folder Content by Device
and Category
Num of Diff
Test ID Iden

Diff

#
Folds % ∆ Cat % ∆

W/P

S-IS

1

4

0

1 80%

S-SD

1

4

0

1 80%

V-IP

1

4

0

1 80%

V-PDC

1

4

0

1 80%

C-IN

1

4

0

1 80%

C-NA

1

4

0

1 80%

C-AD

1

4

0

1 80%

B-IO

1

4

0

1 80% 80%

B-OC

1

4

0

1 80%

B-GD

1

4

0

1 80%

B-DDB

1

4

0

1 80%

80%
80%

Table 3: HTC TouchPro 6850: % Change in Folder
Content by Device and Category
Num of Diff
Test ID

Iden

Diff

#
Folds % ∆ Cat% ∆

W/P

P-IN

0

4

0

0 100%

P-ND

0

4

0

0 100%

C-IN

0

4

0

0 100%

C-AD

0

4

0

0 100%

W-ILAN

0

4

0

0 100% 100%

B-IO

0

4

0

0 100%

B-OG

0

4

0

0 100%

100%
100%

100%
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limitations of extraction by XRY, it is not
surprising that the HTC Aria only contain 1
folder for each of the forty tests and HTC
TouchPro 6850 contains 0 folders.

B-GD

0

4

0

0 100%

B-DBO

0

4

0

0 100%

B-CD

0

4

0

0 100%

V-IP

0

4

0

0 100%

V-PDC

0

4

0

0 100%

S-IS

0

4

0

0 100%

S-SD

0

4

0

0 100%

A-ISA

0

4

0

M-IS

0

4

0

0 100% 100%
0 100% 100%

100%
100%

Table 4: Apple iPhone: % Change in Folder Content by
Device and Category

Test ID

Iden

J-IJB
1
J-JBDM 54784
M-IS
55041
M-SR
64563
M-RO
64394
M-OD
54869
S-IS
66276
S-SR
65933
S-RO
66815
S-OD
66750
Vmail-IR 55774
Vmail-RL 56215
Vmail-LD 55599
V-RUDM 55796
V-DMR 55745
V-IP
56133
V-PDC 56496
P-IN
56298
P-ND
56257
B-DBO 39193
B-OG
37100
B-GC
53427
B-CD
38285
C-IN
38529
C-NA
53619
C-AD
1
L-IL
1
L-LnS
39531

Num of Diff
Diff W/P # Folds % ∆
Cat% ∆
99.999
9
71023 4430
62.7
%
%
27.763
6410 14645 4355
%
16484 19345 4743 39.429
%
7626 17901 4833 28.335
34.0
%
%
8101 17354 4800 28.331
%
39.649
16644 19404 4774
%
7096 15628 4731 25.533
%
7407 15714 4728 25.963
25.3
%
%
24.892
6679 15464 4769
%
6802 15431 4743 24.986
%
7520 14409 2590 28.222
27.9
%
7557 13601 2550 27.345
%
%
8125 13581 2611 28.078
%
7770 13636 2648 27.727
%
7630 14054 2648 28.005
28.2
%
%
7553 13620 2587 27.389
%
7168 13596 2637 26.875
%
7332 13772 2644 27.265
27.3
%
%
27.321
7539 13609 2614
%
23142 16021 2686 49.981
%
24862 17000 2656 53.015
46.6
%
%
32.021
9142 16024 2577
%
24222 16124 2679 51.311
%
24032 16044 2679 50.984
61.1
%
9008 15976 2679 31.785
%
%
61678 18030 2680 99.999
%
61942 17607 2637 99.999
75.0
%
%
23567 15284 2637 49.566
%

The Apple iPhone is the only device where the
total number of folders per test fluctuates
between 2,550 and 4,833 seen in Table 4. The
number of folders throughout all other tests for
every other device remains the same. Given the

XRY writes a total of 13 log files to each folder
representing each test for the Apple iPhone as
follows: Calls.txt, Case Data.txt, Device-General
Information.txt, Device-Keyboard Cache.txt,
Files-Archives.txt,
Files-Audio.txt,
FilesDocuments.txt,
Files-Pictures.txt,
FilesUnrecognized.txt, Files-Videos.txt, MessagesSMS.txt, Summary.txt, and XRY SystemLog.txt. Due to the amount of data retrieved
from the Apple iPhone tests, it is infeasible to
discuss each. Therefore, only the most
interesting tests will be mentioned in the text and
readers can refer to Table 2 for further review.
According to XRY, if the Apple iPhone is
jailbroken, XRY is able to extract more data.
Test J-IJB which compares the Apple iPhone in
its pre-jailbroken and post jailbroken state,
reveals that 99.99% of the files contained
different content. 1 of the files is identical, 9 of
the files are different, and 71,023 of the files did
not have peers. With only 1 file identical, and 9
different, it can be concluded that the remainder
of the files did not exist in the pre-jailbreak
folder structure. Therefore, the claim that XRY
can extract more data from a jailbroken device
seems to be supported. Of the 6 smartphone
categories, the greatest amount of content change
takes place in the Contact Category, and the least
amount of content change takes place in the
SMS Category. On average, The Contact
Category reports 30,716 files as identical, 31,573
files as different, and 16,683 files without peers.
This means that 61.1% of the contents of the
files in this category change. On average, the
SMS Category reports 66,444 files as identical,
6,996 files as different, and 15,559 files without
peers. This means that 25.3% of the content of
the files in this category change. Following is the
remainder of the categories coupled with the
average amount of change per category from
least amount of change to most: Picture-27.3%,
Call-28.2%, MMS-34%, and Browser-46.6%.
HTC TouchPro 6850 and the HTC Aria all have
the same amount of categorical change and
therefore this experiment does not assist in
devising an order of examination for these
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devices for Experiment 2. Table 4 shows that the
categorical order of manual examination for the
Apple iPhone that will result in the least file

manipulation is as follows: SMS, Picture,
Voicemail, Call, MMS, Browser, and Contact.

Apple iPhone

RIM BB8530

RIM BB8703

%∆

%∆

%∆

HTC TouchPro
6850

HTC Aria

Nokia 5230

TEST ID
Avg.

%∆

%∆

%∆

.119

1.006

.0001

.325

238.82

M-IR
.0016
M-IS
.0008
M-RO
.0003
M-RD
.001
M-SD
.0026
P-IN
.0006
P-ND
.0002
S-IR
.0015
S-IS
.00004
S-RO
.0002
S-OD
.0001
S-SD
.0018
V-IP
.0002
V-IRA
.0005
V-IRU
.0003
V-IDC
.0003
V-PDC
.0003
V-RUDM .0004
A-ISA
N/A
E-IE
N/A
E-ELAN
N/A
J-IJB
94.49
J-JBDM
.0017
L-IL
.0001
L-LnS
.0004
N-IDN
N/A
Vmail-IR
.001
Vmail-RL .001
Vmail-LD .001
W-ILAN
N/A
W-LAN
N/A

N/A
2.02
N/A
N/A
2.103
0
0
11.21
.126
0
0
.218
.157
N/A
N/A
.197
.197
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
.092
0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0
1.194
0
0
1.18
1.032
N/A
N/A
1.022
1.022
N/A
N/A
0
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0
0

N/A
.195
N/A
.195
N/A
N/A
.075
6.4
12.721
N/A
.001
N/A
.00006
N/A
.00001
.002
N/A
N/A
.002
.002
.002
N/A
.873
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
.873
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
.777
N/A
N/A
.771
.623
N/A
N/A
.619
.619
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
.058
N/A
N/A
N/A
50.66
34.35
N/A
.058
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

.0024

.0013

.0004

.0007

.0004

13.53

.079

2.06

0

4.15

.183

.092

.673

N/A

N/A

1.187

1.025

.0374

4.092

0
1.211
1.196
0
2.701
.002
.348
.022

Avg.

.0064

N/A

.004
.054
.031
.085
.031
.019
11.348
0

Avg.

C-AD

.086

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
.904
.111

Avg.

.0001
.0001
.001
.0009
.0012
.0002
.0001
.0005

.0006

.087
0
0
0
0
0
.106
.013

Avg.

B-IO
B-OG
B-GC
B-OC
B-GD
B-CD
C-IN
C-NA

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous

Call

SMS

Pic

MMS

Contact

Browser

Category

Table 5: Categorical Percent Difference

.856

.232

N/A

N/A

.774

.621

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
315.96
70.486

Avg.

N/A

141.3

.058

40.86

.058

N/A

N/A

*Blackberry 7105 not applicable to be examined due to a malfunction with the device.
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The Miscellaneous Tests all result in the greatest
amount of content change to the XRY folder
structure of the Apple iPhone.
4 EXPERIMENT 2 RESULTS:
3 EXPERIMENT 1 RESULTS:
Analyzing the smartphone category allows one
to evaluate which devices are more like others.
Given these results, the Preliminary Toolset of
PIFPM can be designed with respect to the
amount of change that takes place within each
category. To assist in this effort, the average
percent of change by category is computed in
Table 5 [5, 9].
Ranking the devices by the average amount of
change that takes place in each category allows
us to name the area of each device where file
size will be affected the least and the most by
manual manipulation. Only the order of
examination for the Apple iPhone is stated with
the most confidence given that it is the only
device that contained results for each test. The
following results are based solely on change to
file size and the results shown in Table 5. When
examining the Apple iPhone manually, data from
pictures or calls should be extracted first. The
order of examination for the remainder of the
data is as follows: browser, SMS, MMS,
contacts. When examining the Blackberry 8530,
the order should be as follows: picture, contact,
browser, call, MMS, and SMS. The data provide
an order as follows for the Blackberry 8703e:
contact, call, and SMS. The remainder of the
categories contains no results. The author
believes that if the device yielded results for
each test as did the Blackberry 8530, the order
would be the same. This will be taken under
consideration when manipulating PIFPM. The
order of examination for the HTC TouchPro
should be as follows: SMS, call, browser, MMS,
contact, and Picture. Both the HTC Aria and the
Nokia 5230 have categories that contain no
results and both therefore show four of the six
categories in their order of examination. Contact,
call, browser, and SMS is the order in which the
HTC Aria should be examined while the Nokia
5230 should be examined as follows: SMS or
MMS, picture, and contact [5, 9].

Given the results, the PIFPM has been modified
to incorporate a model for manual examination.
The altered design is derived with the results
from Experiment 2 superseding those of
Experiment 1 unless there is only 1 test result
available in one specific smartphone category. If
this is the case, the results from Experiment 1
will take precedence. If there are several
categories in Experiment 2 that result in the
same average percentage of content change,
Experiment 1 will take precedence as well. The
rule of thumb is that the more files available for
comparison in Experiment 2, the stronger the
results [5, 9].
The categorical examination order of each
smartphone is given in Table 6 [5, 9]. It shows
the examination orders from Experiments 1 & 2
and also the actual examination order. Both
experiments found that manual manipulation of
the Contact Category results in the greatest
amount of file size change as well as the greatest
amount of content change to the Apple iPhone.
Both the HTC TouchPro 6850 and the HTC Aria
have the same final order as the first experiment
because the smartphones had the same amount of
categorical change. With the smartphone data
from Experiment 1 & 2, Figure 1 shows the
resulting changes to the manual analysis phase.
In Figure 1, the smartphone manufacturers are
listed here. Call Category and Browser Category
are not listed for Android and MMS Category
and Picture Category are not listed for Symbian
because the smartphones are not supported by
XRYv6.1. Three have the same category as
manual analysis one when placing Apple,
Symbian, and WMD for Experiments 1 and 2;
SMS. This only happens with the Apple iPhone
3, Symbian Nokia Nuron, or WMD HTC
TouchPro 6850 is used [9]. The Call Category
can be seen for manual analysis two in Android
and WMD. Thirdly, there are two categories that
are identical can be seen which are the Browser
and Call Categories; Android, WMD, and Apple,
RIM, respectively. The next category is the most
interesting because all of the smartphones, data
places MMS Category as manual analysis four
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except Android. If Android had a MMS
category, maybe all five smartphones would
have MMS Category as manual analysis four.
Number five did not have anything to report, and
manual analysis six is the Contact Category for
Apple and RIM.
Table 6: Manual Examination Order
Device
Apple
iPhone

HTC
TouchPro
6850

Experiment Experiment 2 Final Order
1 Order
Order
Picture,
Call

SMS

SMS

Browser

Picture

Picture

SMS

Call

Call

MMS

MMS

MMS

Contact

Browser

Browser

Contact

Contact

SMS
Call
Browser
MMS
Contact
Picture

HTC Aria

Contact
Call

-------

---

SMS
Call
Browser
MMS
Contact
Picture

Contact
Call

Browser

Browser

SMS

SMS

5 CONCLUSIONS
The extendable framework will provide
examiners with a process model for the purpose
of inspecting any model smartphone conscious
of the unique qualities belonging to each. After
reviewing the models already established, it was
discovered that no such model existed. After its
development, the researcher conducted several
quantitative studies in an effort to reveal any
new
information
about
the
different
smartphones. The researcher modified the design
of PIFPM to include a path for manual
examination based on the information discerned
in the File Size Difference and the Average
Change in Content experiments. The researcher
plans to conduct future studies that will result in
statistical significance.
PIFPM contributes to the area of Digital
Forensics in several ways. Firstly, it is unique in
that it is the only model of its kind that offers
any type of process for examiners to follow
when dealing with any model smartphone. There
is no way we can standardize mobile device OS
development so that there will never be another
mobile OS to emerge. Because the model has
been designed to be extendable in an effort to
account for any make/model smartphone, it will
not be obsolete when new operating systems are
introduced. Secondly, PIFPM provides a
standard process for all examiners to follow.
Utilizing this model will provide a specific
roadmap for smartphone examiners to follow
just as computer forensic examiners have the
DFWRS model. Lastly, although in its infancy,
the model presents the opportunity for the
refinement of smartphone forensic processes and
may assist in launching the development of a
forensically sound tool for any model
smartphone.

Figure 1: Manual Analysis Phase
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ABSTRACT
This research aims to analyse the most frequent
vulnerabilities of Cameroonian governmental web
portals and to suggest a suitable monitoring
infrastructure. In fact, the technological evolution
and the need to intensify the local communication
enabled companies and governmental institutions to
set up web portals for e-governance, e-education, eadvertising, e-payments, e-registration, e-commerce
etc. These e-services manipulate quite sensitive data
of individuals and governmental institutions.
Attackers are therefore attracted to launch malicious
actions to take control over these web systems. After
analysing several Cameroonian web portals, one of
our main findings is that, unfortunately,
administrators of such systems lack expertise and
even are not aware of the use of diverse systems for
monitoring and securing their infrastructures,
exposing therefore the life of users. As a
consequence, several attacks perpetrated against web
portals are increasingly being registered since 2012.
We have analysed 55 web portals. Three groups of
vulnerabilities have been identified and categorised.
As a solution approach, we propose a distributed
monitoring architecture for national web portals. The
architecture aims to gather automatically information
and analyse them for assistance in security decisionmaking. This work constitutes a considerable step
towards preventive measures for strengthening
cybersecurity in Cameroon.

KEYWORDS
Web portal, intrusion testing, vulnerabilities, web
monitoring, web site, Cameroon.

1 INTRODUCTION
The development of computer applications is an
ongoing activity. With the technological
evolution, we are witnessing the emergence of
new programming languages and the software
development companies are changing their way

of proceeding, looking for new ways of
programming that facilitate more and more
work. In the range of the products being
developed, we have software systems and
application software which encompass web
portals which are more or less easy to design and
implement.
Unlike desktop software that performs
specific tasks of a company's business, web
portals are nowadays developed for processing
serious transactions and business.
With the expansion and appearance of web
portals since the 2000s, the security problem
starts arising more and more with acuity in
Cameroon [1]. We have in mind the hacking of
the web portal of the Cameroonian Customs in
November 2008 [2], the portal of the former
Cameroonian Ministry of Domains and Land
Affairs on 18 May 2008 [2], that of the
University of Yaoundé I in 2009 [2], [3], that of
the daily newspaper La Nouvelle Expression on
14 September 2008, the former web portal of the
National Assembly of Cameroon on 22
September 2014 [4] and the web portal of the
Presidency of the Republic of Cameroon on 11
March 2015 [5]. These attacks enable accesses to
confidential information and proliferation of
phenomena such as espionage and fraud.
The main objective of a hacker is to hinder
the proper functioning of an application, i.e. the
confidentiality of the stored information, the
availability of the application and the integrity of
the data exchanged without having any intension
of stealing information. To achieve this goal,
there are several methods of attack and tools for
accomplishing these malicious activities. Among
these methods, intrusions, code injections and
redirection of users to destinations other than
those desired are among the most common and
used attacks. While attacking an application, the
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ultimate goal of the malicious user is to get
access illegally to a system without being
identified. In regard to the security incidents
encountered, it is clear that web portals, mostly
governmental, face the illegal intrusion problem.
We may ask the following question: Is it
possible to propose a web server monitoring
architecture allowing us to monitor upstream
web portals in Cameroon in order to identify and
block subsequently the illegal access and
devastating intrusions? The study of various web
portals of the governmental institutions and the
associated structures in this work is on an
experimental basis and therefore the objective is
not to cause any damage or harm to the
institutions. We proposed to conduct tests related
to some governmental web portals because we
would also like to evaluate their vulnerability
level with regard of hacker penetration. The goal
is to sensitise decision-makers about security
practices associated to their respective web
portals.
The first section of this work presents the
state of the art on the intrusion test and
supervision tools, furthermore we will focus on
the Zero Entry Hacking (ZEH) method and
present the results of the conducted experiment.
Before problems affect critical business
processes, it is important to protect IT
infrastructure. Finally, we make a proposal of an
architecture for monitoring of web portals in
Cameroon based on a selected monitoring tool.

2 INTRUSION TESTING AND
MONITORING TOOLS
The intrusion test or pentest is an authorised
attempt to simulate the activities of a hacker who
wishes to get access to unauthorised resources or
hinder the proper functioning of an information
system, for example by making it unavailable
[6]. The general idea in this operation is to find
the security issues using the same tools and
techniques as those used by the hackers. The
discovered vulnerabilities will be corrected
before a real hacker exploits them. The intrusion
test can be used to help secure various types of
targets, such as an information system in its
entirety, a specific subset of an information
system (one or more subnets, a group of

machines, etc.) or a particular application. This
operation may be legal, assuming that the
alleged hacker has a test authorisation from the
responsible of the infrastructure to be tested.
Thus, as far as this operation relies on attack
actions of making systems unstable, it can also
provide solutions for repairing and preventing
attacks. As objectives of an intrusion test in an
information system we can cite [7], [8], [9].
• List a set of information found, which may be
sensitive or critical;
• Identify vulnerabilities or weaknesses in the
security system that can be exploited;
• Demonstrate that an attacking potential is able
to find vulnerabilities and exploit them to enter
the system.
• Test the effectiveness of the intrusion detecting
systems and the responsiveness of the security
team and sometimes also the users;
• Report and make a final presentation of its
progress and discoveries to the client;
• Provide guidance and advices on methods for
resolving and correcting the discovered
vulnerabilities.
To achieve these objectives, the intrusion test
team according to the conditions defined in the
contract of employment must make a choice and
respect the procedure of the types of test to be
carried out. The types of intrusion test are
defined according to the nature and the domain
of the elements to be tested [10]. Generally,
there are six types of tests:
1. Network intrusion test;
2. application intrusion test;
3. websites intrusion test;
4. physical intrusion test;
5. Cloud intrusion test;
6. social engineering intrusion test.
2.1 Approaches for Testing of Web Portals
Since our target is constituted of web portals, we
will focus on approaches testing such type of
applications [10].
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2.1.1 Black Hat or Black Box Mode

2.2. Testing Methodologies

In the Black Box context, the tester is really in
the position of an external attacker and begins
his intrusion test with as little information as
possible about his target. This test aims to find
and demonstrate the presence of an action plan
that can be exploited by an external person to
take control of the system or to get hold of
certain information. In this operation, the hacker
has no authorisation from the target company.

A methodology aims to organise in different
stages the techniques and the technologies
allowing to solve in a rational way a problem.
Therefore, we will review some important
methodologies.

2.1.2 White Hat or White Box Mode
Here, the ethical tester working in close
collaboration with the Director of the
Information System (DSI), the Responsible of
the Security of Information Systems (RSSI), and
the technical team of the system of information.
The aim is then to obtain 100% control of the
information on the system and of the accompany
as the DSI or RSSI in the detection of
vulnerabilities. One of the advantages of White
Box mode is that you can then detect security
flaws more widely than those the Black Box
mode would not have detected.
2.1.3. Mode Gray Box or Gray Box
In this mode, the tester starts its intrusion test
with a limited number of information, being for
example in the position of a user of the IS. It will
start with a computer in the system, a valid user
account and an access to certain applications.
Here, one can simulate the harm that a user can
cause to system of its own company from a
precise position in the information system.
2.1.4. Red Team Approach
This approach aims to test more thoroughly the
detection and response capabilities of the
defence team (Blue Team) and the system
protection put in place. The goal of the attacking
team is to trace a path that someone can take
from outside the company to the completion of
one or more critical actions within the targeted
system. This approach aims to describe the
technically advanced attacks and generally
carried out by organisations or very large
companies. They are carried out over a long
period of time, unlike the others which are
carried out over a short period. To perform any
of the above tests, there are defined
methodologies.

2.2.1 Penetration Testing Execution Standard
(PTES)
The Penetration Testing Execution Standard
(PTES) is a standard created to provide a
common framework for companies and security
teams helping them to perform intrusion tests.
The PTES is divided into seven phases namely
[7], [8], [11].
 Pre-engagement Interactions: This step
consists of establishing a work contract;
 Intelligence Gathering: During this phase
information is collected;
 Threat Modelling: Here we make a list of
threats for the company;
 Vulnerability Analysis: This step
involves searching for exploitable
vulnerabilities;
 Exploitation: The main objective is to try
to test the vulnerabilities found in the
previous phase and to progress in the
intrusion of the system.
 Post Exploitation: This step includes
several interesting phases, acting as a real
attacker, the tester will have to erase his
tracks so that these actions remain as
discrete as possible;
 Reporting: Here we explain the progress
of the intrusion test and its fruit to the
company that ordered it.
2.2.2 Open Source Security Testing Methodology
Manual (OSSTMM)
Its interest is to describe a set of operational tests
for the security evaluation of the system,
network, human, Wi-Fi, etc. at the physical
level. This method is global and therefore not
limited to an aspect. It is organised along the
following steps [6]:
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1. Intrusion test;
2. Safety assessment;
3. Vulnerability assessment;
4. Red Team;
5. Blue Team.
2.2.3 The Open Web Application Security
Project (OWASP) Testing Guide.
It's about a very comprehensive document
for intrusion tester and also for the developers of
applications and websites. Beyond an intrusion
test methodology, it is more a list of different
security points to be checked by developers of
web applications and testers as well. The
particularity of this method is that it can be
applied throughout the life cycle of an
application. The Testing Guider version 4.0 [12]
presents in detail the stages of the life cycle of a
web application, the testing points, and if
necessary the tests and tools to be used.
2.2.4 Zero Entry Hacking (ZEH) Method
Zero Entry Hacking [9] is a methodology used
by Hackers to get into networks or web portals.
Generally, it is carried out during the
implementation phase of an information system.
It put special emphasis on the phase of
reconnaissance by proposing an approach and
the stage of social engineering. There is no work
commitment between the parties. It gives for
each phase, the necessary tools and advices. This
method which is used in our work, is based on
the following key points:
Reconnaissance: It is subdivided into the stages
of active reconnaissance, passive reconnaissance
and social engineering.
Scanning: It is divided into four stages: ping and
ping scanning, port scanning with Nmap, using
the Nmap script engine and finally scanning
vulnerabilities.
Exploitation: It can be summed up as network
operation, web exploitation and social
engineering.
Operation: During this phase, tester rely on the
social engineering approach to get access to the

network, the Web and to maintain the
established access.
In order to have an overall view of the
functioning information system, enterprise
usually install some supervisory tools for
analysing some important data. Different data or
files can be analysed.
 Analysis of log files;
 Retrieval and analysis of results from local
or remote commands and scripts;
 Use the Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP).
ZEH has two main objectives: failure
prevention and recovery after an incident [12],
[13]. The existing solutions in the supervision
market are divided into two main categories:
proprietary solutions and free solutions. The
proprietary solutions are intended for large
companies, small and medium-sized enterprises
and solutions based on Software as a Service
(SaaS, known as part of Cloud Computing) are
part of this group. The second category of
solutions is from the world of free and open
source software solutions which encompass tools
such as Nagios, Zabbix, Zenoss, Shinken, Cacti
(graphs) and Eyes of Network. The advantages of
free and open source are numerous, for instance,
the availability of source code and the freedom
to study and modify the code accordingly and to
disseminate it [14]. After comparing these
solutions based on the following criteria: user
interface, functionalities and architectures,
Nagios appeared to be the most widely used and
appropriate for our analysis.
3 METHODOLOGY
The methodology applied to our work consists of
experimenting the ZEH method and describing
the results. The active reconnaissance aims to
hack journals, forums, search engines for getting
information on the targets. In our case study, we
worked with a list of 55 targets or web portals.
The reconnaissance phase is the first step and
the basic element of the ZEH method. Its main
objective is to focus on a list of web portals and
the corresponding IP addresses of the targets.
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The results presented in this phase are based on
two main points which are the passive
reconnaissance and the active reconnaissance.
The active reconnaissance consisted of
analysing the copies (HTTrack) of the web
portals of the targets, for that purpose we used
the Netcraft tool during four days to exploring
the targets and we include also Google operators.

one can forget files containing sensitive data in
these directories. We have the directory of the
web portal of the Ministry of Transport (visited
on 17 July 2016), which gives the possibility to
users to access.sql files which may deliver very
crucial on databases.

Figure 1 shows a part of the results provided by
the Netcraft tool while applying it on the web
portal of the Ministry of Public Service and
Administrative Reform of Cameroon.
In these results we obtained, two important
details are displayed and interesting for
attackers: the email address of the administrator
and the server version hosting the web portal.
The first one can be used to conduct attack by
social engineering [15], [16]. The problem
linked the server version is that an experienced
hacker may use the server vulnerability of its
given version to attack the system.

Figure 2: Vulnerability of the error message on the portal
of Yaoundé I

After collecting the data during the
reconnaissance phase, we performed the scan
phase. It aims to link with each target the
services associated with each of its ports and to
perform the vulnerability scan defined in the
Open Source Vulnerability Data Base (OSVDB)
[17], [18]. This phase is divided into three major
stages:
 Scanning targets with Ping scanning: the
step is to list the active targets. A target
that does not respond to this request is
classified as inaccessible;

Figure 1: Web portal of the Ministry of Public Service
and Administrative Reform

Some Google operators have been used to
discover two main vulnerabilities:
On the login web page of the web portal of
the digital training environment of the University
of Yaounde 1 (visited on 17 July 2016), the error
message shown indicates that the login field is
the one being incorrectly filled in. In this
situation, the error message must be a generic
one and must not give any information to the
wrong field.
Furthermore, six web portals allow users to
browse a portion of their directory tree at the
server level. The danger with this practice is that

 Port scanning for assigning the associated
services to each port;
 Vulnerability scan for looking for
universally recognised vulnerabilities
defined in the OSVDB.
We used two tools Nmap and Nikto for port
scanning. All the vulnerabilities identified during
this phase were classified into three categories:
 Configuration error: it groups all the
vulnerabilities resulting from the
configurations errors of the components
of the web server;
 Programming error: this category
includes vulnerabilities related to poor
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programming practices;
 Use of failed Components: this category
includes all vulnerabilities resulting from
the use of components with are obsolete
and presenting certain vulnerabilities.

www.mincom.gov.cm;


The portal of the Ministry of Communication
was inaccessible during days:
www.mincom.gov.cm;



Some web portals are hardly accessible the
day after some appointments;



The collection of data was generally effective
on weekends because the portals were less
solicited;



The ability to obtain relevant information
from the server of each portal using some
tools.

Table 1. Categories of found Vulnerabilities

Category 1: Configuration error
Identified vulnerabilities:
- OSVDB-3092: phpMyAdmin is not protected or
limited to authorized hosts.
- OSVDB-561: Apache information are available.
- OSVDB-877: HTTP TRACE method is active,
therefore vulnerable to XST.
- OSVDB-3268: Directory indexing found.
- OSVDB-637: Enumeration of users is possible.
- OSVDB-3233: Apache default file found
Category 2: Programming error
- OSVDB-27071: PHP Image View 1.0 is
vulnerable to XSS.
- OSVDB-12184: PHP reveals potentially
sensitive information via certain HTTP requests
that contain specific QUERY strings.

After the scan phase, it was a question of
carrying out the phase of web exploitation and
maintenance of access. In respect to the
regulations and laws on cyber criminality in
Cameroon and without any official authorisation
we could not push deeper this phase because it
can harm the functioning of the system put under
exploitation.
Table 2. Summary of Intrusion Test Results Using the
ZEH Method

Category 3: Using Failed Components

Operation Targets Successful

- OSVDB-682: Webalizer may be installed.
Versions lower than 2.01-09 vulnerable to XSS.
- OSVDB-8193: EW FileManager for PostNuke
allows arbitrary file retrieval.

Availability
Test

Throughout our work, we noted various
shortcomings which may be due to negligence.


Testing
with
Googles
Operators

The lack of regular updating of certain web
portals: for example, we have the Prime
Minister's services portal which lists
www.assemblenationale.cm as the portal of
the national assembly instead of
www.assnat.cm;

Accessing
serverspecific
data



The web portal of the Telecommunications
Regulatory Agency is out of service:
www.art.cm;

Port Scan



Some web portals are offline on weekends;



The portal of the Ministry of Communication
was inaccessible during days:

Scan

55

53

53

53

53

53

6

Observations
From 55 web portals
two (2) are
unavailable:
From 53 web portals
six (6) have
vulnerabilities

51

From 53 web
portals, only two
protect their server
against scanning
with NETCRAFT

51

From 53 web
portals, only two (2)
protect their server
against the scan of
the ports

12

Of the 53 web
portals, twelve (12)
are vulnerable.
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Web exploitation includes all attacks on
web portals that are intended to interfere with the
proper functioning, integrity, availability and
confidentiality of a web portal and the data it
contains.
The basic idea is to use the browser in the
same way as browsing tool over the web portal,
but all traffic is sent through a proxy. In this
way, we can collect and analyse all the queries,
as well as the answers provided by the web
portal. The operations carried out during this
phase are: SQL injections, Cross-Site Scripting
(XSS) attacks and query interception. In order to
have an overall knowledge of the operations
carried out, Table 2 summarises the tests carried
out and their importance.
4 PROPOSAL OF A MONITORING
ARCHITECTURE
A web portal is a tool for popularising the
activities of a given structure. It can be used as a
tool for marketing, communication, work,
consulting and even sometimes for doing
business like for product sale. In Cameroon, the
web portals of governmental institutions,
universities and hospitals are mainly information
portals. They present the activities of the
structure, the tasks of the different persons in
charge of these structures, the functioning of the
structure, the texts and decrees issued or signed
by the structure, the personnel and geographical
location of the structure etc.
Apart from the informative service, there are
certain portals, which provide real online
services for recording, modifying and consulting
important processes. We have, for example, the
web portals of certain academic institutions that
provide online pre-registration: The University
of Yaoundé I and
the University Douala.
Furthermore, we have the online process of
awarding public contracts, the online process of
choosing and assigning regions to new school

teachers at the Ministry of Secondary Education,
the online process for creating enterprises or
declaring taxes and many others.
In our analysis, we have decided to group the
collected web portals into three categories: the
academic institutions, hospitals, and ministerial
and related structures.
We studied the data collected from the web
portals at the level of each monitoring server in
order to be able to trigger alerts, or to suspend
the access to the servers to certain corrupt
clients. This involves setting up a supervisory
system coupled with a web server log file
analyser, which, thanks to the various features it
offers, can block client systems that can cause
problems to the web servers. In addition, it
should prevent failures by following the actions
of monitoring system by controlling the status of
the servers and associated services: CPU load,
disk space, available memory, number of
connected clients etc.
Since the web servers that host the portals
are not all in the same network, we need at a first
level to place an agent of monitoring tool on
each server, then at a second level to group the
web portals in category and to place at the level
of each category another program of the same
supervision tool, which analyses and presents the
data collected by the tools at the first level
(supervision server: client). Thus, one will obtain
a structure in tree where the sheets are servers
that host the web portals and the internal nodes
of the central control are the supervision tools
[20], [21].
Figure 3 shows an architectural proposal of a
generalised solution. In its implementation, it
will be extended only to all web portals hosted in
Cameroon.
(1) Represent the server part of the
architecture in which the server of the
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CENTER OF SUPERVISION

1
Supervision of level 2
Category of hospitals



Supervision of level 2
Category of administration



Server

Supervision of level 2
Category of Universities



Server

Server

www.minap.cm
 Agent

www.minefof.cm
 Agent

2

www.minee.cm
 Agent

www.minesep.cm
 Agent

www.minpt.cm
 Agent
www.mintss.gov.cm
 Agent

www.mindcaf.cm
 Agent

www.mintour.gov.cm
 Agent

www.minader.cm
 Agent
www.diplocam.cm
 Agent

3
www.minepia.cm
 Agent

www.minedub.cm
 Agent

www.dgtcmf.cm
 Agent

www.minesee.cm
 Agent

www.impots.cm
 Agent

Figure 3: Generalised Architecture

monitoring tool will be installed.
(2) Represents the flow of information
packages between the corresponding server and
the clients. The packages contain the report of
events that took place on the server and at the
agent level.
(3) Represents the client part of the
architecture on which the agent that will execute
diverse commands of the supervision server will
be installed.
In this architecture, we perform a collection
of monitoring information either periodically or
at the request of the monitoring server sent to
each web server. Each agent placed at the server
level of a portal has the IP address of its
supervisor server with which it communicates.
Each monitoring server maintains a list of these
different agents. The data collection is
coordinated by level two supervision.
The information from the agents is
transferred to each level of the supervision server
of its category. Thus, the supervisory
administrator has the possibility to have in real
time all the movements that occur in all the

servers of a given category. It may therefore
decide to block a server or service access to a
given client or to suspend a client that saturates a
server with queries. Thus, an illegal operation
that escapes the vigilance of the web server
administrator can be overtaken and corrected by
the central supervisor. Implementing this
architecture requires a convenient choice of
supervisory tools to be used and configured.
The previous solution gives a general
overview of the monitoring architecture without
any specification of the tool and the monitoring
architecture to be used and how it will be
implemented. Nagios has been chosen in order to
implement the proposed architecture. One of the
main advantages provided by this tool is the
huge number of existing plugins [22]. After the
choice of Nagios as the main tool, the
implementation of this solution must respect tool
architecture and the following modalities:
 On each second level, supervisory cell
grouping the servers of the same
category, a Nagios XI server must be
installed;
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 The NDOUtils component must also be
installed on each second level
supervisory machine of the supervisory
unit;

vulnerability scanners. This operation will be
carried out continuously on each web server.
Figure 4 shows the operating architecture of
a second level supervision unit of the control
centre. Its operating mode is described as
follows:

 Still on the same machines, the Centreon
component must be installed at the
second level.

1. The NRPE and NSClient ++ modules
execute the commands of the monitoring
server and return the results. These
results are saved in files.

 For the supervision of Windows servers,
the client part of NSClient named
check_nt must be installed on all Nagios
servers;

2. The server's NDOMOD program retrieves
the information from the files and places
them in the Socket of NDoutils.

 For the monitoring of Linux servers, one
must check if the NRPEclient part named
check_nrpe on all the Nagios servers is
installed;

3. The NDO2DB module of NDoutils
extracts the data from the socket to an
external MySQL database.

 Install the NSClient server part named
NSClient ++ on all Windows servers;

4. The data saved in the MySQL Database
are extracted, processed by Centstorage
which is the processing daemon of
Centreon and stored them in other
secondary databases such Database
Design Report (DDR).

 Install the NRPE server part on all Linux
servers.
This configuration will allow us to scan the
log files of each web server for traces of

Check_nrpe
Plugin for linux server
NDOMOD

Check_nt

Plugin for windows server

SERVER NAGIOS

ND tools
Exportation

Socket TCP
or UNIX

NDO2DB

Log files
Storage of data
from flat files

Configuration
Configuration

Database

Database

Centreon

MySQL

RRD
Storage and extraction of
processed data

Data extraction for
processing

Figure 4: Operating Architecture of a Level II Supervisory Machine
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5. The Centstorage daemon automatically
updates the secondary databases (DDR)
as soon as the backup files are modified.
6. These processed data will be used to
display the results as graphs. This module
deals also with the configurations on the
tool Nagios.
7. Centreon's Centcore daemon will allow
this architecture to communicate
together, taking care of the transmission
of data between the central server and its
dedicated servers. It is also responsible
for deploying the Centreon configuration
towards Nagios.
Among the supervision architectures
proposed by Nagios Enterprises [23], [24], the
federated architecture is the best suited to our
case. It provides an overall viewing element of

the supervisory system by adding a central server
to the system that receives information from the
dedicated servers. But configurations are always
performed at each level of the dedicated server
and on the central server.
Figure 5 presents the overall and complete
architecture of the operation of the control
centre. In this architecture, we have installed on
each cell of the control centre the components
necessary for its operation. And on each server,
depending on the running operating system, we
installed the corresponding plugins [25].
In view of the analysis of the
observations made and the problems encountered
during our work, we have put together a list of
recommendations to be followed by an
administrator of a supervision system on the one
hand and by a web portal administrator on the
other:

Centrale server for Supervision

CENTER OF SUPERVISION

 Server Nagios
 ND tools
 Centreon
 Client NSClient(check_nt)
 Client NRPE (check_nrpe)

Supervision of level 2
Category of hospitals

Supervision of level 2
Category of Universities

Supervision of level 2
Category of administration

 Server Nagios
 ND tools
 Centreon
 Client NSClient(check_nt)
 Client NRPE (check_nrpe)

 Server Nagios
 ND tools
 Centreon
 Client NSClient(check_nt)
 Client NRPE (check_nrpe)

 Server Nagios
 ND tools
 Centreon
 Client NSClient(check_nt)
 Client NRPE (check_nrpe)

univ-ngaoundere server
 Server part of NRPE


Univ-yaounde1 server
 Server part of NSClient++


univ-bamenda server
 Server part of NRPE


univ-desmontagnes server
 Server part of NRPE


univ-yaounde2 server
 Server part of NRPE


univ-bue server
 Server part of NRPE


univ-douala server
 Server part of NRPE

univ-dschang server
 Server part of NRPE


univ-maroua server
 Server part of NRPE


Figure 5: Complete Supervision Architecture
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1. Secure access to the different directories of
the web portal server;
2. Prohibit clients from accessing different
information about the servers (version,
administrator etc.) and in particular accessing
configuration files;
3. Always know and get documentation of a
component before installing and using it;
4. Avoid using components which are obsolete
and vulnerable to attacks;
5. Never trust user data but check them before
storing (web portal administrator);
6. Always update the used components for web
portals;
7. Never allow a user attempting to connect to
multiple ports of a monitoring system;
8. Restrict access by a client to a machine in the
system that generates multitude requests
towards a machine in the supervisory system;
9. When detected, block access to any attempt
to scan ports and vulnerabilities;
10. Seek to use the best available supervisory
tool that meets the requirements according to
the means at our disposal;
11. The gap between two visualisations and full
analyses of the supervisory system should
not be large (preferably every day);
12. Avoid configuration errors on servers and the
use of obsolete components;
13. Always monitor associated services such as
social networks to see what activities are
taking place there.
5 CONCLUSION
There are security issues everywhere and
approaches also exist. However, the main
challenge is to find and to set up suited system
starting by an infrastructure for monitoring for
traffic and access to resources in a network. In

order to set up a monitoring system within an
existing system, we need to understand how the
systems work, to list eventual vulnerabilities by
conduction diverse penetration tests.
In this work, we have analysed diverse
Cameroonian web portals so that to understand
the potential attacks targeted. The ZEH was used
as the methodology for conduction our
penetration test focusing on four important steps:
Reconnaissance, Scanning, Exploitation and
Operation.
To consider as findings, we listed diverse
vulnerabilities of some selected web portals. We
have grouped them into three categories:
configuration errors, programming errors and
use of failed components. After identifying the
vulnerabilities, we then propose and justify a
distributed architecture based mainly on Nagios
system to perform at large scale. The aim of the
distributed architecture is to monitor web portals
and therefore to reduce attacks based on
scanning vulnerabilities. Furthermore, we have
put together a list of 13 recommendations to be
followed by system administrators.
Because, security remains an ongoing
issue, we think that we should keep testing and
re-evaluating the proposed infrastructure as an
ongoing process aiming to identify its
weaknesses that will arise as the time passes.
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ABSTRACT
Statistical relational learning is concerned with
inferring patterns from data explicitly modeled as
graphs. In this work, we present an approach to
learning latent topological and attribute features of
multi-relational property graphs in settings where a
fraction of node attributes are missing. This work
draws upon prior work based on tensor factorization.
We demonstrate how learned latent embeddings can be
used to approximate the missing attributes. The
methods explored are applied to the problem of
detecting malicious entities in a novel cybersecurity
ontology in which emails are explicitly modeled as
graphs.

KEYWORDS
Cybersecurity, data visualization, graph
malicious code, malware, machine learning

theory,

1 INTRODUCTION
While traditional machine learning provides ways
of extracting invariant patterns from sets of
statistically variant examples, the semantics
describing how such examples are related to one
another are only implicitly exposed by the
distributions from which they are drawn. Yet, in a

broad spectrum of settings—statistical mechanics
[19, 2], biology [8, 17, 20], social science [14, 10,
21]—entities are inextricably relational by nature,
fitting into an ontological paradigm intuitively
composed of nodes and edges. In these cases,
failures to consider the rich relational structure of
data by our learning algorithms severely constrain
the depth and completeness of concepts we can
capture. Statistical relational learning, conversely,
offers a class of methods for inferring patterns
from data which are modeled explicitly as graphs
[15]. In particular, relational learning has been
used for a variety of learning tasks including link
prediction, entity resolution, and entity attribute
prediction.
Prior work has been devoted largely to the
problem of link prediction [3, 4, 6, 22], where new
relationships are learned given those that exist.
Comparatively, however, there has been a lack of
focus within the relational learning literature on
the task of predicting unknown entity attributes.
More concretely, consider a K-relational property
graph, G = (V, E), where each element of the
vertex set, vi ∈ V, maps to a set of attributes, Di,
and
if i 6= j.

(1)

The task is to compute an approximate attribute
set, Dˆi, for the ith node if it is unknown. In
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essence, this problem can be characterized as
inferring the attributes of a node from a
combination of topological features and known
attributes of neighboring nodes. Previous work has
explored the similar problem of jointly learning
attributes and topology, though for the task of link
prediction [16]. Building upon this prior work, we
use a latent feature model based on tensor
factorization to learn latent relationship, node, and
attribute embeddings with which to approximate
unknown/missing attributes. In particular, we
apply our methods to the domain of cybersecurity
for predicting the malicious components of
phishing emails.
30th Conference on Neural Information
Processing Systems (NIPS 2016), Barcelona,
Spain.
2 RELATIONAL LEARNING IN
CYBERSECURITY
As cybersecurity attacks have become increasingly
common, the focus in enterprise security circles
has been on attack detection, deploying firewalls,
malware detection software, and other solutions
that issue alerts in response to suspicious activity.
Incident responders, tasked with investigating and
remediating these alerts, are typically inundated by
alerts and must comb through them laboriously in
order to ascertain the truly malicious events.
Unsurprisingly, post-hoc analysis of security
breaches often reveals missed alerts in the early
stages of the attacks [18]. Moreover, since alerts
are investigated and retained as independent,
isolated occurrences, it is difficult for incident
responders to discover associations and
systematize findings.
In contrast, our approach centers on preserving the
context of events by decomposing their constituent
observable data into a novel graph ontology of
cyber artifacts. In this work, we define emails as
graphs composed of typed nodes (e.g. email
address, subject, body, domain name) and the
typed relationships (e.g. from, to, cc, bcc, link)
connecting the observable nodes.

3 ALGORITHM
As described in the previous section, our data
model consists of N cybersecurity observables in a
graph, connected via K different kinds of
relationships. This sort of multi-relational data is
modeled by an N ×N ×K adjacency tensor X. This
means Xijk = 1 if observables i and j are connected
by relationship k. The frontal slice Xk describes the
adjacency matrix for relationship k. The problem of
learning representations for entities in such graphs
has been explored previously in approaches like
RESCAL [16] and TransE [4]. While Nickel et. al.
in [16] presented an extension of RESCAL to
include attributes for the entities in the graph, the
relational learning applications described were
restricted to prediction of triples and collective
learning. In the RESCAL framework, the tensor is
factorized as Xk ≈ ARkA>, where A is an N × r
matrix that contains the latent embeddings of the
entities while Rk models the interactions between
the entities for relationship k.
In this paper, we tackle the problem of using
relational learning to predict the maliciousness of
observables in the graph, modeling maliciousness
as an attribute of the observables. Typically, we
know the maliciousness of a fraction of the nodes
in the graph, and need to predict it for the rest of
the observables.
We modify the RESCAL setup to include missing
attributes in our data. If D ∈ RN×D is the matrix of
D dimensional attributes, and M ∈ {0,1}N×D is a
mask indicating which attributes are known, then
we can formulate the task of learning unknown
entity attributes as
KK
X

argmin ||Xk −AR
AV)||2F
+λA||A||2F +λR X||Rk||2F +λV ||V||2F
A,Rk,V k=1
(2)
Here A and Rk are as described above, while V is a
mapping from the latent embeddings to the
attributes. To solve this problem, we use the
familiar alternating least squares method, with
appropriate adjustments to the RESCAL update
steps to account for missing values. After
obtaining A, V, we can predict the unknown
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attributes by simply computing the matrix product
Dˆ = AV.

email messages available, consisting of ∼ 0.5M
messages and around 150 users.

4 EXPERIMENTS

Nazario Phishing Email Corpus
This
phishing email corpus is a public collection of
4558 messages [13] and has been used as a
training set in several phishing email classification
systems [12, 1]. Notably, these emails have been
cleaned of any sensitive information concerning
the recipients. Consequently, the original recipient
email addresses have been modified to resemble
user@domain.com. Hence many emails within this
corpus will be topologically connected despite the
fact that this may not have been the case prior to
cleaning.

Using a modified formulation of RESCAL, as
defined above, we learn latent topological and
feature embeddings which are used to predict
missing node attributes in cybersecurity
observable graphs. While previous studies have
applied relational learning to knowledge graphs
(KGs) such as Freebase [22], WordNet [4],
DBpedia [9], YAGO [16], our approach to
modeling cybersecurity data relies on a novel
ontology for which no canonical data sets are
readily available. Therefore, we take two wellknown corpora of emails, one of legitimate emails
[7] and the other phishing [13], and transform
them into cybersecurity knowledge graphs fitting
our ontology. Furthermore, since the legitimate
and phishing subgraphs are disjoint, we explore
the effects of introducing synthetic connectivity
between both email sets.

Figure 1. Visualizing the effects of introducing connectivity
between the phishing and legitimate email corpora. Red and
blue nodes correspond to data characterized as malicious and
benign respectively. The recipient mixing factor, ϕ, is varied
from 0 to 1 demonstrating a transition from topologically
partitioned to enmeshed maliciousness classes.

4.1 Data sets
Enron Email Corpus Initially published by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission during
legal investigations of the Enron corporation, it
has since been widely used in natural language
processing [7] and social network research [5]. It
is among the largest corpora of human generated

4.2 Topological synthesis
As previously described, the data set used in our
experiments is a composite of two email corpora,
each distinct in their spatial-temporal origination.
Consequently, once translated to fit our ontology,
the constituent observables (e.g. senders,
recipients, subject lines, embedded domains, etc.)
generated for each set of emails are unlikely to
overlap. However, in the real world, phishing
emails do not occur in isolation, but within the
context of a body of legitimate messages. For this
reason, we investigated the effects of introducing
synthetic connections between the two original
data sets. We incorporate the recipient mixing
factor, ϕ,

(3)
where Rp and R` are the sets of recipients linked to
emails from the phishing and legitimate corpora
respectively. This measure tracks the percent of
recipients of phishing emails which have been
replaced with recipients of legitimate emails. This
approach to synthesis explicitly assumes that
email recipients in both corpora are non-malicious
and that re-assigning recipients introduces
negligible effects on the plausibility of how the
data is structured. We believe this approach to
combining two distinct data sets introduces fewer
limiting assumptions, as compared to generating
synthetic data using Kronecker graphs [11] for
example.
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In our experiments, we varied ϕ from 0 to 1 (Fig.
1), where ϕ = 0 is the trivial case in which
phishing/legitimate emails are disjoint subgraphs
and ϕ = 1 is the case which simulates a fully
integrated email corpus where users are receiving
both legitimate and phishing email. We
hypothesized that increasing ϕ is equivalent to
increasing the difficulty of the task at hand since
the learning latent features of a node would rely
more on the attributes of its neighbors as opposed
to just detecting topological communities.

(a) Accuracy vs fraction of labeled nodes
(b) Precision-Recall curves for graphs with ϕ =0,0.75

Modified-RESCAL accuracy vs fraction of labeled nodes
for different mixing coefficients

4.3 Setup
In our experiments, we randomly set a certain
fraction of the nodes in the graphs (generated as
described above) as having known maliciousness
∈ {+1,−1}. +1 indicates that a node is malicious,
and −1 indicates that it is benign. Using our
modified RESCAL model we try to predict the
maliciousness of the rest of the nodes in the graph.
We repeat the experiment with different missing
fractions and report the accuracy on the test set.
The accuracy is obtained by averaging the
accuracy over 5 replicate sets. In addition, we used
graphs of three different sizes, 622 nodes & 697
edges (small), 2825 nodes & 3961 edges
(medium), and 22812 nodes & 45092 edges
(large). All graphs have 14 different kinds of
relationships. The results we report are for the
medium size graph. We selected the best
performing hyper-parameters (λV and, a binary
threshold) with a small validation set.
4.3.1 Results

Modified-RESCAL precision-recall curve for different
mixing coefficients

The accuracy results of our experiments are shown
in Figure 2a. We see that our prediction accuracy
improves as the fraction of labeled instances
increases. When the maliciousness of 80% of the
observables is known, we can predict the labels of
the remaining observables with nearly 85%
accuracy. We can also see that as ϕ increases, the
performance at lower labeled fractions drops to
around 65%. This is because there is not as much
topological separation between the clusters of
malicious and benign nodes in the graph at higher
values of ϕ. We also show some precision-recall
curves in Figure 2b. These were generated by
sweeping the labeled fraction from 0.2% to 90%.

5 DISCUSSION

Figure 2. Results from experiments run using RESCAL to
predict unknown attributes features of a node would rely
more on the attributes of its neighbors as opposed to just
detecting topological communities.

In this paper, we presented an approach to learning
latent topological and attribute embeddings in the
presence of unknown attribute information. We’ve
demonstrated an application of this method to the
problem of learning the maliciousness of cyber
artifacts within a novel graph data model. Our
results show relatively high accuracy for settings
in which many node attributes are known.
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Additionally, we’ve explored how increasing the
connectivity within the graph appears to lead to
lower accuracy, possibly because higher
connectivity may increase the difficulty of the

task. Since our current approach treats all entities
in a graph as static, in future work we aim to
introduce dynamics.
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Abstract
The rapidly growing broadband internet and
mobile applications penetration and uptake
provide
immense
opportunities
and
challenges across Africa. There is an
increasing concern to national and regional
security due to incidence and impact (cost)of
cybercrime
emergence
and
spread,
cyberespionage and attack (e.g., hacking,
hijacking or illegitimate and illegal use) of
governments, private and public firms and
other stakeholders’ domains endangering
healthy business, survival and performance
opportunities in most African countries. Yet,
only 11 (20.3%) out of 54 countries has
implemented cybersecurity (CS) laws and
regulations. Promoting cybersecurity and
cyberspace preparedness and rapid response
initiatives, preventive and protective
countermeasures are vital and imperative.
The rise of the digital economy is not just
changing how organizations conduct
business. Cybersecurity is a strategic
decision by governments, industries,
businesses and consumers driving this
change need to step up their capabilities and

be accountable for cyber-attacks, hacking,
automated frauds and epidemic proportions
of ransomware worldwide. Here, authors
analyzes cybercrimes and mobile money
frauds activities in most affected African
countries and highlights practical and costeffective
awareness
and
capability
approaches and strategies in building and
establishing local and regional cooperation
and collaboration for secured,effective and
sustainable cyberspace information and data
sharing and business transactions. Moreover,
promoting personal data and information
rights and privacy to e-commerce/etransaction legislations and regulations best
practice is crucial against cyber-attacks and
its impact, in increasing productivity and
sustainable economic prosperity in Africa.
Key words: Mobile money, cybersecurity,
cybercrime,
rights,
privacy,
cyberlegislation, surveillance, data, evidence,
monitoring, Africa
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Cyber-security (CS) is a major concern to
national and regional security in most
African countries, governments and
investors since the adoption of CS
declaration by African Head of states at the
“Africa Union (AU) convention on
cybersecurity and personal data protections”
in June 2014, Malabo, Equatorial Guinea.
Thus far, only 11 (20.3%) out of 54
countries has implemented their CS laws
and regulations [1]. The CS aims at
protecting personal and public/private firms’
data and database intellectual property rights
(IPR), computer and data sharing network
standards and benchmarks. It also seeks to
harmonize cyber legislations on ecommerce,
data protections and CS promotion from any
incidence of cyber-crimes, cyberespionage
and terrorism, hacking, hijacking or
illegitimate and illegal use of private and
public domains [1,2]. Contemporary, the
rapidly growing broadband internet and
mobile applications penetration and uptake
across Africa has been challenged by the
increasing emergence and spread impact of
cybercrime/attacks on governments, private
and stakeholders firms endangering healthy
business,
survival
and
performance
opportunities [1,2]. At the same time, there
is an increasing cybercrime incidence and
impact (cost) in Africa due to lack of
cybersecurity
initiatives,
lack
of
preparedness and countermeasures to deal
with information security threats and cyber
criminality strategies (forecasting, detection,
response
and
control/containment)
[3].Optimizing standards applications, data
protection and privacy and lack of
regulations and policies is crucial in

boosting personal and organizations data
and information security, awareness and risk
communication on potential inside and
outside vulnerabilities or attacks and impact.
Our data showed that there is a growing
internet penetration and users in Africa
ranging from Kenya (69.07%), Mauritius
(62.7%), South Africa (52%), Nigeria
(47.9%), Algeria and Egypt shared 40%
each. The most commonly incidents or
cyber-crime cases ranged from web
applications attacks and malwares, hackers
and hijackers spread of ransonware, user
names and passwords to pins, modify log in
and social security number to spam
emailsand social media abuse among others.
South Africa and Morocco topped the
incident count list followed by Uganda,
Egypt and Mauritius with estimated costs of
cybercrime impact of US dollars $573, 25,
35, 172 and 30 million respectively in 2016.
Moreover it is documented that Kenya and
Algeria have had huge economic loss on
their GDP of $175 and $225 million with
relatively incident of 27,172 and 10,790
incident cases in 2016 compared to top
listed African countries. The impact of
incident of cybercrime or cyber-attacks
including malwares is colossal including
huge
financial
lossestimated
at
approximately US $2 billion dollars in 2016
only in Africa [3,4]. In general the rate of
global cybersecurity index (GCI) at countrylevel was relatively weak with low global
ranking index on cybersecurity readiness
based on legal measures, technical
measures, organizational measures, capacity
building and international cooperation
assessment(Table 1)
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Table 1: Pattern of cybercrimes and mobile money frauds activities in most affected
African countries
Countr
y

Pop
ulati
on
(mill
ion)

GDP
per
capita
($PPP)

Instit
ution
(Ban
k)
accou
nt
(%)

Inte
rnet
user
s
(%)

South
Africa

54.9
5

13,179

70

52

Morocc
o
Uganda

33.3
3
34.8
5

8,360

41

34.1

2,067

44

28.6

Egypt

92.8
3
1.26

12,137

14

20,525

45.5
3

Mauritu
s
Kenya

Tunisia
Nigeria

Zimbab
we
Algeria

Mobil
e
mone
y
accou
nt
(2016
)
2735% (
5-7
millio
n

Inte
r
cou
ntry
mob
ile
mon
ey
Yes

Incide Estim
nt
ated
count cost
(cases) of
cyberc
rime
($milli
on)
220,72 573
7

Yes

25

Yes

106,14
4
63,234

40.2

Yes

57,204

172

82

62.7

Yes

52,974

30

3,360

75

69.0
7

Yes

27,172

175

10.9
8
173.
0

11,657

27

28.6

Yes

25,665

NA

5,930

44

47.9

Yes

20,158

50

13.0
6
40.1

1,953

32

41.4

Yes

19,319

35

14,950

50

36.5

Yes

10,790

225

51%(
7.7
millio
n)

>70%
(26.7
millio
n)

43%
(53.9
millio
n)

35

Common
mobile money
transactions in
Africa

Common CS and
mobile money
transactions
challenges and
issues

Cash in / Cash
out
Airtime top up/
e-top-up
Digital
merchant
payment and
bill payment
(utilities,
transportation,
school fees,
hospital bills,
utility and
media bills, ecommerce or
retail service
payments,
hospital bills)
Payments of
salary and
pension,
taxation and
insurance
payments).
Other bulk
payment
P2P/G2P and
third-parties
and signing
partnerships
with other
players such as:
banks,
insurance
companies,

Lack of technical
know-how
inability to monitor
and defend national
networks
rising incidence of
cyberespionage and
cyberterrorism
Malware and
malicious
applications
targeted banks and
other firms
CS unpreparedness
and reliance on
traditional fraud
detection
unpatched systems
and insecure
applications
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hotel booking
and travel
agencies,
filling stations,
super markets,
Microfinance
Institutions, etc
GDP- Gross domestic product, PPPPurchasing power parity (The global
cybersecurity index (GCI) is a countrylevel
global ranking index on cybersecurity
readiness based on legal measures, technical
measures, organizational measures, capacity
building and international cooperation. The
GCI does not seek to determine the efficacy
or success of a particular measure, but
simply the existence of national structures in
place
to
implement
and
promote
cybersecurity. The index has a low level of
granularity based on country captured
cybersecurity
data
and
transactions
commitment and preparedness, but not its
detailed
capabilities
or
possible
vulnerabilities. The GCI ranged from 0 to
1.)

threatrepresented 32% of overall cost due to

In addition, it is evident from the Figure 1

deliberately steal information as well as

that the insider threat is the biggest security

cause damage due to their insider access. In

concern

and

contrast, the exploited insiders could provide

followed by attacks on computers and social

sensitive data or password to external parties

engineering and utility theft in 2016. Insider

aimed at attacking the system (Figure 1).

in

African

organizations

cyberattacks while it was 26% and 15% for
attacks on computer and social engineering
respectively. We documented three are three
main types of insider threats such as the
malicious insiders, the exploited insiders and
the careless insiders, while careless insiders
are those who can accidentally cause
damage or delete critical information by
pressing wrong key. The smallest security
threat by kind of attacks was the online
fraud and scams at 8% of overall cost in
2016. Although the malicious insiders are
the least frequent, they have the potential to
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Figure 1: Distribution of the cyber-attacks cost per type of attacks in 2016 in Africa

Moreover, Figure 2 illustrated thepercent

attacks, while it was website defacements,

economic cost or loss due to cyber-attacks in

ransom demands and tax fraud for African

Africa per industryin 2016. The Banking

government. In addition, the online fraud,

and Finance service, Government services

the credit card fraud, we noted that the

and the E-commerce were the most affected

insider fraud and engineering malpractices

and have been facing the greatest number of

were the type of cyber-attacks that caused

incidents cost list were 23%, 19%and 16%

significantdamages

respectively.In banking sector, the banking

commerce and mobile base transaction

malware, the ATM skimming and insider

sectors.

and

losses

in

E-

threat were the most common type of
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Figure 2: Distribution of the cyber-attacks cost per industry in Africa in 2016

There is an urgent need to reinforce regional

malwares impact in fostering regional CS

and international comprehensive, context

and cyber-wellness (CW) in member-

specific and integrated CS approaches and

countries [5]. Nurturing national CS and

measures

CW engagement, leadership commitment,

implementation,

multi-

stakeholders cooperation and collaboration

resource

including technical assistance in African

approaches and strategies is needed in

countries. This is crucial in accelerating the

establishing local context CS enabling

implementation

policies and laws. This is essential in

of

declaration

policy,

framework

and

the

Malabo

secured
actions

CS

legislative

mobilization

formulating

and

evidence-based

investment

cyberspace

plans

priorities and initiatives in ensuring digital

implementation [5]. Moreover, defining key

technology and mobile applications security,

CS terminologies, cyber legislation, policies

CS and CW research and development

and regulations) against cybercrimes and

innovations

in

accelerating local/global
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financial security and economic prosperity.

empowerment approaches is of significance

This paper aims at providing an overview of

on

CS and CW opportunities and challenges in

applications services delivery on local and

promoting public and communities CS and

regional

CW awareness campaigns and capacity

increasing

development on information and technology

awareness and education strategies on

risks

incidents,

cybersecurity vulnerabilities and threats is

cyberattacks and ransomware, fraudulent

paramount through online programs, media

transactions

(Radio, TV) or trusted and reliable social

including

malware

prevention

and

control

capabilities en masse.

media

First, there is an urgent need to promote
CS and CW awareness campaigns on
data and information security, citizen
rights data informed consent and privacy,
data

sharing

and

monitoring

of

contextual performance and effectiveness
management against cyber-attacks and
malware threats and impact. Moreover,
evaluation of current CS preparedness
capabilities is important in moving forward
economic

stability

and

sustainable

development goals (SDGs) in Africa [1,2].
Fostering local and national Malabo CS
frameworks,

and

technology

economy

growth.

community

guidelines

comprehensive

and

Likewise,

or

and

mobile

citizenry

instructions,

preparedness

programs

[1,2,5]. Moreover, cyberspace technical
assistance and technology transfer training
workshops and forums among government,
private sector and stakeholders including
community is important towards supporting
risk management and decisions choice (s).
Investing

in

cybersecurity

capabilities

development and implementation of is vital
only after detecting an attack or reactive
response, but mainly building organization
cybersecurity

information

systems

and

monitoring tools.

regulations

Proactive and strategic local and regional CS

implementation at all levels is paramount to

policy, priority direction and access to

build and scale up resource mobilization,

resources is imperative for early threat

increases the risk of cyber-attacks awareness

hazard identification and threat analysis of

and

and

all types of vulnerability of cyber/computer

citizenry education. Promoting CS and CW

software and hardware attacks and life-

solid foundation of knowledge and lessons

threatening hazards. Moreover, enhancing

learned, skills development and knowledge

CS

social

policies

internet

mobilization

outreach,

resilience

and

expertise

capacity
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development to prevent, protect against,

Third, investing in CS and CW system is

mitigate, respond to and recover from all

needed in developing and implementing

cyber-attacks and hazards that affect the

effectively cybercrime approaches and

safety, wellbeing and economic security.

investment in Africa and globally. It's

Second, local and international multistakeholders

commitment

initiative(s)is
country

critical

in

cybersecurity

and

establishing
index

(CCI)

readiness based on assessment of context
specific

technical

requirements,

and

organizational

local/national

structures,

regulations and legal measures, international
technical

cooperation,

exchanges,

capacity

assistance

and

building

and

capabilities. CCI is of great value in
cybersecurity

surveillance

data

and

transactions collection and analysis for
timely cyber vulnerabilities assessment and
early warning alert, promoting preparedness
and

evidence

implementation

based
[1,6].

response
Furthermore,

implementing CS and CW monitoring and
evaluation systems actions to determine the
efficacy/performance or success to further
improve local, regional and global security

crucial to put in place cybercrime laws and
regulation that transcends all boundaries
aimed at ensuring confidence and trust in the
use of internet including online transactions
[1,3,6].

Furthermore,

Genuine

and

sustainable governments, private industries
and stakeholders efforts establishing a
national

leadership

resource

commitment

mobilization

in

and

integrated

cybersecurity and cyber emergency response
approaches

and

strategies

capacity

development degree programs, trainingand
workshops seminars series to technical
assistance for empowerment and resilience
is also of crucial importance. Likewise,
fostering

national

and

regional

CS

collaboration and synergy in scaling up
efforts

in

reducing

indiscriminate

and/or

combating

cybercrimes/-attacks

at

personal, private, public organizations and
international

levels

[1,5]

(Table

2).

is vital.
Table 2: Summary of key cybersecurity core capabilities and activities
Cybersecurity Core Capabilities

Activities and Opportunities
Policy, regulations and frameworks planning
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Public information screening, detection and early warning
Preparedness

Operational coordination, access Control and identity verification

and Prevention

Cybersecurity intelligence and Information Sharing
Risk management for protection programs
Supply chain integrity and security and physical protective measures
Mitigate existing and potential CS incident impact
Public Community social mobilization ad awareness

Mitigation

Long-term CS Community resilience and vulnerability reduction
CS risk and disaster resilience assessment
CS threats and hazards capacity building and trainings
Critical response, health data and information safety
Respond to CS incidents, cybercrimes and attacks or internet frauds

Response

CS infrastructure systems and workforce management
Supply chain management logistics and public CS operations
Laws enforcement and operational Communications
Public healthcare and emergency services situational assessment
Economic recovery health and social Services

Recovery

Housing and infrastructure systems
Natural and cultural resources

Improving and sustaining current CS and

CS intelligence and information sharing and

mobile money services capabilities requires

support necessary physical, technological,

ongoing preparedness and response capacity

and cyber measures. It is needed for

development, trainings and exercises (drills

continuous CS public forensic tracing or

scenario) activities important to ensure

sensor technologies analysis, digital, and/or

effective emergency response as well as

biometric evidence within 24 hours of an

promoting

or

attack to identify the perpetrator(s) and

restoration programs for socio-economic and

prevent or gathering priorities in response to

financial activities power and growth. There

a dynamic threat or future attacks follow-on

is

and

acts and/or swiftly develop counter-options.

governments to promote and strengthening

This is important in providing timely,

need

prevention

for

Africa

to

recovery

institutions
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accurate,

and

resulting from
direction,
processing,

actionable

information

dissemination, evaluation, and feedback in

CS and CW planning,

order to develop innovative initiatives to

collection,

exploitation,

analysis,

production,

Fourth,
strengthening
capacity
development
in
CS
and
CW
implementation framework in securing
cyber space is crucial for states to harness
information
and
communication
technology (ICT), mobile health services,
mobile money and social media advantages
and benefits in increasing economic,
political and social productivity spheres
[1,2,6,7]. There is an urgent need to fill the
gap of CS experts or certified professionals
shortage, lack of knowledge about the type
and range of uncertainties, a high level of
complexity, the nature of connections
between entities, and little opportunity to
predict future events by investing in
universities and organizations related to
research and development in security by
creating of new degree programs in security
in Africa (Table1). Ensuring stable and
consistent secure cyber space needs
development of new cyberspace knowledge
and know-how capacity, building consistent
data and effective metrics related to cyberattacks, CS degree programs educationaland
trainingprogramsinuniversities,and
empowerment
both
students
and
professional careers development as well as
supporting ICT and social media platform
resources [1,2,5,7]. There is an urgent need
to build sustainable capacity and capability
in digital security intelligence and analytics
that empowerment to rapidly detect, respond
to and neutralize cybercrimes/attacks

mitigate the effects of future incidents and
cyber-threats (Table 2).
negative consequences and economic losses
across Africa and worldwide.
Fifth, fostering research and development
in CS, digital forensic and monitoring and
evaluation is crucial towards achievement
of a secured and reliable cyberspacein
Africa. Such operational CS research will
provide local financial organizations,
universities and organizations opportunities
to develop a robust cyber and mobile money
ecosystem policy, a vibrant digital and ICT
security, privacy, accountability and
transparency.
Likewise,
strengthening
African institutions capabilities to protect,
prevent and defend their infrastructure,
coordinated, prompt, reliable and actionable
information and services against internal or
external cyber-attacks, e transactions and
internet frauds crimes. Preventing cyberattacks and frauds involves intelligence and
deterrence
operations;
heightened
inspections; improved surveillance and
security
operations;
investigations;
education and training; enhanced advanced
digital technology detection capabilities;
Financial and public health technologies
surveillance, and testing processes; and law
enforcement operations is core through
implementation and reviewing constantly
risk-informed guidelines consistent with
national and international standards to
maintain compliance, regulations and
standards. But also, to ensure resilient and
reliable public and financial institutions
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security, reliability, integrity and availability
of critical data and information, records and
communications
systems
through
collaborative and coordinated cybersecurity
efforts including enforcement agencies to
detect malicious activities. Response
activities include: applying intelligence and
other information to lessen the effects or
consequences of an incident; increasing
security and law enforcement operations;
continuing investigations into the nature and
source of the threat; continuing surveillance
and testing processes; and allowing
appropriate and sufficient community
preparedness and response capabilities.
Sixth, addressing CS and mobile money
multiple challenges and issues that
African countries are facing is crucial due
to lack of local/regional cyber security
surveillance and monitoring of incidence
cyber-attacks (e.g. WannaCry), cyberespionage and cyber-terrorism know-how
and shortage of skilled cybersecurity
professionals. Cyber-attack/crime is the
fastest growing crime showed that without a
effective and robust intelligence cyber
defense development and implementation, it
is estimated that cyber crime impact will
cost over $6 trillion annually by 2021 with
over 20 billion online consumers or users
worldwide. Accelerating CS resource and
capacity is essential in increasing CS
security through infrastructure and human
specialized
training
and
resources
strengthening, increasing internet/social
media security and risk assessment, access
control monitoring, confidentiality and
authentication
credential
management.
Others challenges and drawbacks include
societal digitalization and globalization,

mobility and heterogeneity of devices,
expensive and specialized CS hardwarebased tools, big data volume, velocity and
variety of data, reporting and sharing of data
policy and best practice, Moreover, the lack
of legal and regulatory framework practices
to prevent and fight cybercrime, private and
public security systems consent directives
and best practices, audit collection and
privacy, communication and monitoring in
taking effective and trustful countermeasures in neutralizing any threat [1,5,8,9].
Hence, building CS network of cooperative
relationships, collaboration and community
involvement is imperative across Africa.
With the rapid growth of internet and mobile
devices users within and across Africa, there
is an urgent need to enhance authentication
and access control in diverse portals and
networks taking into account factors related
electronic data fluidity, persistence stress
and changing environment [1,10,11,12].
This requires new mobile money and
internet of things safety and security
innovations and measures across-industries
strategic approach and intelligence sharing
mechanisms in order to avoid financial and
economic destabilization and fraudulent
online business transactions impact on hardwon national economic transformations and
gains. However, implementing cybersecurity
best practices across an increasingly
unstructured and decentralized network is
one of the most difficult challenges facing
companies and governments. Consumerdriven technology and artificial intelligence
systems interconnected systems drives new
devices and monitoring organizations are
losing control of traditional security
methods over online users and social media
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networks. Cybersecurity R&D on emerging
landscape and best practices need to
reevaluate and establish contextual users
security and trust capabilities from bottomup improvements, device to level
perspective instead of centrally-controlled,
top-down actions [13,14]. Establishing and
strengthening robust, reliable and CS
resilience
capabilities
across
all
communities in Africa and worldwide is
wealth and present multifaceted benefits to
prevent, protect against, mitigate, respond to
and recover from the public cyber-threats
and hazards impact over time [15]. Lastly,
Scaling up funding investment and
collective efforts should be devoted to
establish CS surveillance, resilience
indicators and benchmarks in guiding
evidence-based high value information and
services assets, monitoring and evaluation of
effectiveness against crippling of computer
machines, outbreak of sophisticated cyberattacks and digital ransom collateral
damages worldwide.

Conclusions
There is an urgent need to increasing
cybersecurity capabilities and cooperation
by investing in building secured, reliable
and sustained cyber space decision making
platforms and frameworks. Unleashing CS
leadership role and commitment is necessary
to establish a CS and operating platform of
all stakeholders including Microsoft,
Google,
Apple,
Facebook,
Banks,
governments, and others private sectors on
cyberattacks incidents affecting local and

global market and share losses. Strategic CS
and CW innovations on technologies and
tools development and implementation
needs, and organizational management are
capital for societal benefits in Africa. This is
crucialin reducing cyber-attacks and
malwares threats and evolving challenges
incidence and averting the colossal financial
and socio-economic impact. Robust public
and private big data and cybersecurity
partnership and investment efforts are
crucial in defining optimal and effective CS
and ICT capabilities and requirements (e.g.:
indicators, standards ad benchmarks)
integration,
knowledge
and
skills
development against CS intruders and other
mobile money threats. Building public and
community CS
communication
and
engagement resilience, readiness and
capability is crucial in promoting public and
community CS and CW policy and
capabilities, awareness campaigns and
engagement and empowerment in reducing
cybercrime. Evidence-based event-specific
CS laws and regulations implementation is
also needed in ensuring safe and effective
electronic or digital commerce/transaction
cyber emergency implementation, personal
data and information rights and privacy
laws. As well as building trusted and reliable
cyberspace and cyber-security environment
including cyberforensic data sharing,
research and development agenda in guiding
effective preparedness and best practices
actions including early detection ,timely
protection and response or countermeasures
modeling, monitoring and evaluation to
cybercrimes/attacks consequences on Africa
productivity and economic prosperity.
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ABSTRACT
This research is an attempt toward facilitating
the authorship attribution of an unknown .NET
executable by identifying obfuscation resistant
features of .NET binaries.
The primary goal of this study is to examine the
effectiveness of obfuscation techniques for
hiding the author’s programming style. In this
research, I have tested features such as op-code
frequencies, op-code n-grams, API function calls
and some features obtained from program
Control Flow Graph.

performance.
Figure
1,
depicts
aforementioned general procedure.

KEYWORDS

Authorship attribution has several applications
including plagiarism detection, assisting with
resolving legal disputes over the authorship of
documents and programs in a court law,
identification of cybercriminals in case of a
cyber-attack (e.g., malware-infection) and other
forensic issues.

Authorship Attribution, .NET Obfuscation, Binary
File Stylometry.

1 INTRODUCTION
Authorship attribution means assigning unknown
programs to their correct authors, and this has
been studied extensively for source codes and
binary files but so far not much of an attempt has
been done regarding authorship attribution of
obfuscated code or binaries. Since software
developers mostly protect their codes/binaries
against reverse engineering by employing
various obfuscation techniques, it is implausible
to find a clean code/binary in a malware analysis
case or even a commercial program. These
methods also can be used to compress the
binaries or reduce the compiled footprints.
Code obfuscation is a program alteration
technique that makes a transformed program
harder to understand and reverse engineer but
maintains its functionality.
To carry out an accurate authorship attribution,
previous code/binary samples of intended
programmers must be collected and analyzed to
identify unique patterns for each programmer.
These patterns may include the author’s code
stylometry or features extracted from author
binaries.
Using the extracted features, typically a classifier
needs to be trained and tested for evaluating its

 Source
Code
 Binaries

 Software
Metrics
Features at
Binary level

 Classification
 Clustering

the

 Ranking
Schemes
 Voting
Schemes

Figure 1: Typical phases of an Authorship Attribution
Process

2. BACKGROUND
Microsoft .NET provides a rich and convenient
framework known as the Class Library, which
offers a library of tested, reusable code that
programmers can call from their applications. At
the heart of the .NET platform, Common
language runtime (CLR) exists which is the
execution engine that handles running
applications. As shown in Figure 2, a high-level
source code which is written in one of the
supported languages such as C#, VB.NET,
Visual C++.NET, F#, etc. initially, needs to be
compiled to an intermediate assembly code
known as the Common Intermediate Language
(CIL). This feature makes routines written in one
language accessible to other languages, and
hence programmers can focus on creating
applications in their preferred languages. Finally,
using Just in Time (JIT) compiler, the CIL code
will be compiled to native code that is
compatible with the underlying operating system
for execution. JIT compiler typically considers
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features such as the operating system and
hardware configuration to make an optimal
executable file for various platforms.
The procedure above is known as managed code
execution model, but .NET framework supports
unmanaged code execution as well in which the
high-level code will be directly compiled to
native code.

Figure 2: .NET Managed code Execution Model

Compiling a .NET project produces an assembly
that includes intermediate language (CIL)
instructions, managed resources and some
metadata for describing the types, methods,
properties, fields, and events in the assembly.
The metadata and the high-level nature of CIL
instructions make it possible to understand the
assembly structure and the method instructions
to decompile it to a high-level source code. In
many cases, the generated source code looks
similar to the original source code used by the
compiler. It lacks code formatting and
comments, but it has all the types and
routines[18]. This information can simplify a
reverse engineering task.
To analyze packed binaries or malware, a good
understanding of the obfuscation techniques is a
necessity. Packers and obfuscators are designed
to make reverse engineering of a protected file
more challenging.
Typically, to analyze an executable file, the first
step is to extract the program's machine-

language (assembly) code and especially the
executable section of the binary file is more
important. To make a normal binary, compilers
usually put the executable code in a .text section
which is clearly marked as the only executable
section of a typical PE file. The code bytes of a
binary which is not packed or obfuscated also
can be extracted from the program's memory
image at any point during its execution, as the
code does not change at runtime and PE file
formats indicate which sections of the program
are executable [27].
In case of a protected binary, code extraction is
more difficult because the binaries may create
and overwrite the code at run-time.
2.1
Obfuscation Techniques
As mentioned before the MSIL and metadata in
assemblies provide enough information to
recover the original code quickly. To mitigate
this problem, programmers often employ
obfuscation techniques to transform and protect
a .NET assembly (without affecting its
functionality) so that it becomes difficult or
impossible for a software cracker to reverse
engineer it. This section briefly explains the
most important obfuscation techniques that
current tools [1] utilize to protect .NET binaries.
2.1.1 Name Obfuscation
Name obfuscation is the most primary method
that is used by most of the .NET obfuscator
tools. This technique usually renames
namespaces, class names, method signatures,
and fields as well as methods implementation
and string values of your assembly. Name
obfuscation makes the decompiled source harder
to understand but the overall flow of the code is
not obscured. The new names can follow
numbers, characters from non-Latin scripts,
unprintable characters or invisible characters.
Names may be used multiple times in a scope by
using overloading (Figure 3). While proper
names are technically not required to execute the
assembly, the resulting assembly would be
unverifiable[18].
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Normal

Obfuscated
Figure 3: Name obfuscation

2.1.2 Control Flow Obfuscation
Many advance decompilers can reconstruct the
code including the exact structure of loops, ifelse statements, method calls, etc. which make it
very easy to reverse-engineer the executable.
Control flow obfuscation means changing the
execution path of a process. Many .NET
obfuscators would replace CIL instructions
produced by the compiler with several “goto”
commands and other instructions that may not be
decompiled into a valid source code. This
process may affect the runtime performance of a
method [18], and the final result is code that is
semantically equivalent to the original but
contains no clues as to how the code was
originally written [29].

flow obfuscation. Even without reasonable
names, the fact that a method makes use of
certain framework classes like I/O, networking
or cryptography can draw attention to it. Calls to
suspicious methods can be redirected through a
generated method that only wraps the original
call. This wrapper method can be renamed, and
the called method’s name will no longer appear
in the obfuscated method body [18] (Figure 4).
This delivers very strong obfuscation and makes
it hard to control when, where and how such
methods are used. The Just-In-Time compiler
(JIT) often inlines such short wrapper methods
so that it does not affect runtime performance.

2.1.3 String Encryption
In a managed .NET binary all strings are
identifiable and readable. Literal strings often
contain sensitive information such as login
information, passwords, SQL queries, error
messages that are displayed to the user and
algorithm parameters. Those strings can be
tracked down to the code that uses them. String
encryption works by modifying or encrypting all
strings in the assembly and restoring their
original value at runtime. The algorithm that
decodes the data is always included in the
obfuscated assembly. This process may affect
the runtime performance of the program, either
once at startup or for every string usage [18].
2.1.4 Method Call Hiding/Redirection
The way CIL instructions work, references to
external types and methods are visible and will
be unaffected by name obfuscation and control

Normal

Obfuscated
Figure 4: Method Call Hiding1

2.1.5 Resource Encryption
A .NET product may include resources such as
icons, sounds, images, etc. Several commercial1
1

Example taken from
http://www.ssware.com/cryptoobfuscator/features.htm
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and free2 tools exist which can extract resources
from a .NET binary. Such resources can often
contain sensitive or copyrighted information.
Resource encryption can encrypt all such
resources so that it is impossible to extract them
from the assembly.
2.1.6 ILDASM Protection
ILDASM (Microsoft IL Disassembler) is a free
tool to disassemble any .NET assembly into
MSIL (Microsoft Intermediate Language).
ILDASM protection modifies the assembly in
such a way that ILDASM refuses to disassemble
the assembly. ILDASM protection is based on
injecting a piece of code into an assembly that
causes ILDASM to crash and unable to handle
the binary.
2.1.7 Tamper Detection
Tamper detection inserts code that verifies your
application’s integrity at runtime. If it detects
tampering, it can shut down the application,
invoke random crashes (to disguise that the crash
was the result of a tamper check), or perform any
other custom action [29].
Tamper-proof
technology mainly encrypts the string and binary
resources to protect them from unauthorized
copying, modifications, tampering, spoofing, and
malicious code injection.
2.1.8 Anti-debugging Obfuscation
This technique uses several heuristic tests to
detect if the binary is running under a debugger
or tracer. If it can detect a presence of a
debugger, generally, an exception is thrown, and
the program will terminate providing a strong
defense against crackers and hackers trying to
debug or trace the binary for various purposes
[28].
2.1.9 Code and Data Virtualization
Code virtualization translates the .NET bytecode
to an entirely unrecognizable random-generated
op-code sequence, which still perfectly functions
at the runtime. Code virtualization changes the
CIL code into virtual op-codes that will only be
understood by a secure virtual machine. As
opposed to protecting CIL code through
encryption where the encrypted code must be

decrypted back into CIL before the CLR can
execute it, code virtualization uses a virtual
machine which directly processes the protected
code in the form of a virtual machine language.
Code virtualization feature is by far the strongest
protection method available in code protection
arena today as it implements a one-way code
transformation. The code is never translated back
to its original form; instead, the virtual machine
emulates the original code behavior. Code
virtualization
can
significantly
degrade
performance and make debugging very difficult
[18].
2.1.10 Other methods of protecting binaries
There are several other techniques that
programmers may use to protect their code.
Kevin. A Roundy et al., in [27] have done a
survey study on available binary level
obfuscation techniques. For instance, malware
are known to use code packing methods to
protect themselves from static analysis and
reverse engineering. Malware writers apply
packing tools to create a packed version of a
given regular binary. A packed binary contains a
payload of encrypted or compressed original
code that during execution will be unpacked with
the unpacker routine into its address space at
run-time.
In general, once a packed program is executed,
the packed code is loaded up in the memory. The
program run starts at Original Entry Point
(OEP). OEP is the starting point of the program
and the first instruction from where the
execution will begin. In the case of a packed exe,
the OEP points to the start of the unpacking
routine. This is because unless the unpacking
routine executes, the original code can't be
unpacked. When the unpacking routine has
finished its run, the execution pointer jumps to
the first instruction of the original program.
For example, UPX (Ultimate Packer for
Executables)3 is a free and open-source
executable packer which mainly compresses the
executable rather than obfuscating them. Authors
may use this technique for faster loading their
program into memory due to low file size. As
shown in Figure 5, a UPX packer consolidates
all sections of a PE file into a single section
called UPX1.

1

http://www.red-gate.com/products/dotnetdevelopment/reflector/
2
http://ilspy.net/

3

http://upx.sourceforge.net/
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This section contains the unpacking routine as
well. There are two other sections: UPX0 which
is an uninitialized space, and at the run-time, the
unpacking routine in UPX1 decompresses the
packed code into UPX0. Finally, UPX2 includes
data and imports table.

Figure 5: Structure of a UPX packed binary1

3 RELATED WORKS
I couldn’t find any published work for the
authorship attribution of obfuscated .NET
binaries. Most of earlier works on software
authorship attribution mainly rely on features
that can be obtained from the source code.
Attributing authorship of source codes with
unknown authors has been studied extensively
for several decades but less so for binaries.
In some prominent studies such as [14], [2],
authors have utilized machine learning
techniques to correlate syntax-based features
with authorship to identify the author of program
binaries. In [3], authors have analyzed the effects
of compiler optimization (in three levels),
removing symbol information and applying basic
binary obfuscation methods (such as instruction
replacement and control flow graph obfuscation)
on several features mainly obtained from
disassembling and decompiling the executable
binaries (e.g. token n-grams and features driven
from the Abstract Syntax Tree).
The reset on this section briefly explains some of
the earlier studies on authorship attribution of
source code and binaries.
On the second day of November 1988, many
computers on the Internet were infected with a
1

worm program. Later, Spafford and Eugene H in
[4] analyzed the reverse-engineered malware.
Coding style and methods used in the program
were manually analyzed, and conclusions were
drawn about the author’s abilities and intent.
Following this experience, Spafford and Weeber
[5] suggested that software forensics could be
feasible to analyze the remnants of software after
a malware attack and identify its author. The
authors investigated two different cases where
code remnants might be examined: executable
code and source code. They believed executable
code, even if optimized, still contains many
features such as data structures and algorithms,
compiler and system information and so on that
may help to identify the author.
In a recent survey study [6], previous attempts at
attributing authorship of normal source code are
categorized by two attributes: the source code
metrics used for the classification, either strings
of n tokens/bytes (n-grams) or object-oriented
metrics such as number of classes, interfaces,
etc.; and the classification technique that exploits
those features, either information retrieval
ranking or machine learning. The results of
existing studies, however, are not directly
comparable as all use different test beds and
evaluation methodologies, making it difficult to
assess which approach is superior.
In studies such as [7], [8] and [9] authors have
used features such as the programming layout
metrics (e.g. use of white space and placement of
brackets, number of lines, proportion of
uppercase characters and number of instances of
a particular feature per line of code),
programming style metrics (e.g. average
comment length and average variable length,
etc.) and programming structure metrics (such as
average function length and usage of common
data structures). Moreover, in [10] and [11]
authors have used features such as the source
code’s cyclomatic complexity and Halstead’s
metrics for the software forensics.
In [9], authors have used a combination of 56
object-oriented metrics and other structural
features for the source code authorship
attribution of Java programs. Some of the
contributive metrics in their effective study
include: percentage of open braces ({) that are
the last character in a line, average indentation in
white spaces after open braces ({)), average
indentation in tabs after open braces ({)),

Image credits to “The Rootkit Arsenal” by Bill Blunden
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percentages of condition lines where the
statements are on the same line as the condition,
average white spaces to the left side of operators
and so on.
Burrows et al. [12], have produced source code
n-grams as their feature set. They used an
information retrieval model for determining the
author of a document; they used it as a search
engine query on a corpus with known authors.
Their approach produces a list of all documents
in the corpus ranked by estimated similarity to
the query document. Ideally, every other corpus
document by the query author would appear at
the top of the ranked list, followed by all other
documents.
In [13], authors have created a new feature set
that reflects programmer’s coding style from
properties mainly derived from abstract syntax
trees (AST). The authors believe abstract syntax
tree (generated from the source code using a
fuzzy parser) represents the structure of a
program, and it is obfuscation resistant, and
therefore, it can be used to identify the author of
an obfuscated code. In their research, by
extracting layout and lexical features from
source code and by them with features derived
from AST such as the AST node’s average
depth, the AST node’s TF-ID (term frequency–
inverse document frequency), etc. they claimed
99% accuracy in classification with 36 authors
each with ten files.
In another study [14], authors initially have
extracted op-code idioms (all possible sequences
of 1 to 3 op-codes), Graphlets (three-node
subgraphs of the control flow graph), super
graphlets, Call Graphlets, byte-level N-grams
and Library calls for each binary as their feature
set. Then a subset of the features that correlate
with programmer style is selected. Based upon
these stylistic features, an SVM classifier was
trained and tested. For programs with unknown
authors, the k-mean clustering technique has
been employed to group source codes by stylistic
similarity. To increase the accuracy of the
clustering method, the stylistic features were
determined according to the previous
classification experiment. Matching byte-level ngrams and finding occurrence patterns in them
have been explored in few studies such as [15]
and [16].

Rest of this paper is structured as follows:
 Sections 4.1 - 4.3, explain the sample
collection and data preparation methods.
 Section 4.4 - 4.6, describe tests for
evaluating the obfuscator tool (that I’ve
used in the experiment) and identifying
the obfuscation resistant features.
 Section 5, concludes the study and gives
some suggestions to extend this research.
4 THE EXPERIMENT
This study has six phases:
4.1
Sample collection
The .NET platform and C# programing language
are widely in use by programmers for rapid
application development.
We decided to collect a total number of 54 C#
source codes written by ten different
programmers who have participated in google
code jam 2013 competition [17]. The obtained
source codes include submitted solutions for 13
different programming challenges.
4.2

Generating binary files for each source
code
For each submission, a separate C# project using
visual studio 2015 was created. Then the
necessary header files and other resources (as
defined in the source code) were added to the
solution. Finally, the answers were compiled and
the generated binaries were saved and labeled
according to their corresponding programmer
and programming competition.
4.3

Applying
different
obfuscation
techniques
Obfuscation techniques mangle flow of the
program, variable types, and class/method
names, etc. mainly to convert a program into an
equivalent one that is much harder to reverse
engineer. The advantage of using an obfuscation
technique is that the resultant program will still
run on standard hardware and without applying
any changes to the executing machines. There
are several open source and commercial
obfuscators for .NET assemblies. A comparative
list of .NET obfuscators is available in [1].
In this step, I generated nine different obfuscated
versions of each standard binary. For this
purpose, I utilized the ConfuserEx obfuscator
[19]
which
is
a
free,
open-source
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obfuscator/protector for .NET assemblies. The
obfuscation
techniques
(provided
by
ConfuserEx) that I used in the experiment
include:
 Control flow obfuscation: Control Flow
obfuscation significantly alters the
normal flow of a program. CFG
Obfuscation converts the code inside the
methods into spaghetti code, which
means while retaining the code’s
functionality, makes it extremely difficult
for human and decompilers to follow the
program logic. Most of the decompilers
cannot reverse engineer the spaghetti
code back to source code.
 Variable/Symbol
renaming:
This
technique renames all classes, methods,
and fields to short names and mainly to
unprintable characters or complex
sequences in attempts to foil decompiled
output. This protection obfuscates the
symbols' name as well so the decompiled
source code can neither be compiled nor
read.
 Anti-memory dumping: “Memory
Dumping” is a process of taking a
snapshot of the executable. That is to say,
capturing the state of the executable at a
particular point in time. This obfuscation
technique makes memory dumping quite
harder mainly by use of encryption
technologies.
 Anti-debugging:
This
protection
prevents the assembly from being
debugged or profiled.
 Anti
ILDASM:
This
technique
suppresses decompilation process using
tools such as ILDASM (Microsoft
Intermediate Language disassembler).
 String encryption: This obfuscation
method makes it difficult for a software
cracker to understand the logic of the
code, as he cannot identify the text of
messages or other used strings, making it
much harder to determine where to patch
the code.
 Resource encryption: This feature
improves
software
protection
by
compressing and encrypting the used
resources. At runtime, when required the
resources
are
automatically
decompressed and decrypted [31].





Invalid Meta Data Insertion: This
protection adds invalid metadata to
modules
to
prevent
disassembler/decompiler from opening
them.
Method reference hiding (Reference
Proxy Protection): This protection
encodes and hides references to
type/method/fields. It means this
technique will add an indirection method
as a proxy.

4.4

Evaluating the performance of
ConfuserEx obfuscator
I decided to investigate how well the ConfuserEx
has obfuscated the binaries. My observation
revealed that the structure of the files (as shown
in Table 1), their control flow graphs, the
number of found op-codes and the disassembled
source code of the obfuscated binaries
significantly differ from the original binaries
which means that the ConfuserEx has protected
and manipulated the files nicely.
Table 1: Comparing the standard and obfuscated
binaries to test the performance of the ConfuserEx
obfuscator
File 1

Normal
Binary
Normal
Binary
Normal
Binary
Normal
Binary
Normal
Binary
Normal
Binary
Normal
Binary
Normal
Binary
Normal
Binary

File 2

Control
Flow Graph
Obfuscated
ReferenceProxy
Obfuscated
Anti-Debug
Obfuscated
Variable
Protection
Obfuscated
Invalid Meta
Data
Obfuscated
Anti-Dump
Obfuscated
Anti
ILDASM
Obfuscated
Name
Protection
Obfuscated
Resource
Protection
Obfuscated

Original
file size

Obfuscated
file size

Op-code#
(Normal)

Op-code#
(obfuscated)

6 KB

44 KB

202

6596

6 KB

43 KB

202

6484

6 KB

50 KB

202

8369

6 KB

44 KB

202

6520

6 KB

44 KB

202

6509

6 KB

50 KB

202

8369

6 KB

43 KB

202

6482

6 KB

44 KB

202

6583

6 KB

44 KB

202

6578

Figure 6, shows a control flow graph of one of
the sample binaries while Figure 7, depicts the
control flow graph of the same binary after
applying the CFG obfuscation using ConfuserEx
tool.
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2.
Statistically, the value of the candidate
feature should significantly differ between the
individual authors.
Any feature which satisfies the criteria
mentioned above can be used for later author
classification tests.
After calculating and comparing the features
above, my observations showed that some opcode frequencies and op-codes n-grams are
obfuscation resistant and their values differ for
different authors. Hence, these feature sets can
represent the programming style of the authors
even after applying obfuscation techniques.
Figure 6: Normal Program Flow

Figure 7: Program Flow after applying CFG Obfuscation

4.5

Feature extraction from original and
obfuscated binaries
In this step, I compared the value of some
features of the binaries before and after using
different obfuscation techniques. The features
that I have considered in this experiment
includes: op-code frequencies, op-code n-grams,
PE header information and variables derived
from the program’s control flow graph (such as
the number of nodes, number of edges, number
of branches, number of terminal nodes, number
of isolated nodes and maximum, minimum and
average degree of the nodes).
4.6

Identifying the obfuscation resistant
features
To determine the author of a given binary, I was
looking for features that fulfill the following
criteria:
1.
For each author, the candidate feature
value should remain same after applying various
obfuscation techniques.

4.6.1

Effectiveness of the Op-code
frequencies for authorship attribution
of the binary files
This section describes the procedure for
extracting op-codes, calculating their frequencies
and exploring their usefulness for authorship
attribution of binary data. Op-codes have been
used for authorship attribution purpose of binary
source codes in some previous studies such as
[14]. Our initial assumption is based on the
differences between the op-code frequencies of
the generated binaries that make a data set for
each programmer. As mentioned before, I
disassembled each binary to get the assembly
code that contains the op-codes. Then I obtained
the frequencies of each op-code for each
document.
After defining hypothesis, I utilized the Least
Significant Difference (LSD) and 2-way
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with replication
tests to statistically infer whether the op-code
frequencies can be used to discriminate between
samples of different authors. In short, the
following steps outline my method:
Step 1: Disassembling the binaries to retrieve
the machine (assembly) code.
Step 2: Extracting op-codes and calculating their
frequencies for each sample.
Step 3: Creating a database of the calculated
frequencies for all sample files.
Step 4: Removing op-cods with frequencies less
than 0.0001% to decrease noise in the dataset.
Step 5: Performing Fisher’s LSD test to infer if
op-code frequencies are obfuscation resistant.
That is to say, to check if rates of some op-codes
remain same after applying various obfuscation
techniques to all samples of a particular author.
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Step 6: Performing Multiple ANOVA test to see
if op-code frequencies have a meaningful
difference (statistically) between samples of
different authors.
Step 7: Applying attribute selection algorithms
(if necessary) to select efficient op-codes and
further reduce noise in the dataset and then
repeating step 3 to 6.
First, I loaded the samples into IDA
disassembler1. IDA translates binary content and
generates assembly language source code from
the machine-executable file format. It supports a
variety of executable formats (including .NET
assemblies) for different processors and
operating systems.
After loading each sample into IDA, by running
the InstructionCounter (which is an IDA plugin
written in Python), I extracted the op-code
statistics. For each binary, one text file was
generated, which contain the frequency of opcodes in the corresponding binary file.
Subsequently, these text files were imported into
a MS-Excel spreadsheet and were augmented
with the complete list of X86 instruction set
available at [20], totaling 794 op-codes. After
removing infrequent op-codes with frequencies
less than 0.0001%), a total number of 131 opcodes were considered for further exploration.
Fisher’s LSD Test Results
To see if op-code frequencies are obfuscation
resistant, I considered op-code frequencies of
standard binary and the nine obfuscated versions
of it.
In the IBM SPSS software, a 10X131
contingency table was designed (rows represent
the standard binary and its obfuscated versions,
columns represent the op-code frequencies).
Then I ran the LSD two-step test. First, an
ANOVA test was performed. If it is significant
at level ALPHA, then all pairwise T-Tests are
carried out. If the ANOVA test result is not
significant, then the procedure terminates. Table
2 and Table 3, summarize the LSD test results.
In Table 3, number 1 represents a standard
binary, and 2-10 indicate obfuscated versions of
it. As shown in the tables, the significant value
of LSD test is not very close to 1; therefore, I
could anticipate that frequencies of some op1

codes may remain same even after applying
obfuscation methods.
Table 2: Pre ANOVA test for LSD test

ANOVA test
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

Sum
of
Squares

DF

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

0.001

9

0.000

0.01

1.000

8.800

1300

.007

8.801

1309

Table 3: Fisher's LSD test Results
Multiple Comparisons
Dependent Variable
LSD
95% Confidence
Mean
(I)

(J)

ID

Interval

Std.
Difference

ID

Sig.
Error

Lower

Upper

Bound

Bound

(I-J)

1

2

.0019595

.0101660

.847

-.017984

.0219

3

.0020931

.0101660

.837

-.017850

.0220

4

.0020084

.0101660

.843

-.017935

.0219

5

.0024641

.0101660

.809

-.017479

.0224

6

.0026634

.0101660

.793

-.017280

.0226

7

.0020122

.0101660

.843

-.017931

.0219

8

.0019779

.0101660

.846

-.017966

.0219

9

.0022145

.0101660

.828

-.017729

.0221

10

.0020863

.0101660

.837

-.017857

.0220

Multiple ANOVA test
Using IBM SPSS, a 540 X 131 contingency table
was created (rows represent samples of different
authors; columns represents the frequencies of
op-codes). I defined the Null and Alternate
hypothesizes as follows:
H0: Statistically, there is no significant
difference between the op-code frequencies
across different samples of various authors
(comprising
13
different
programming
categories).
HA: Statistically, there are some associations
between the op-codes and the corresponding
authors which can help to differentiate
programmers. MANOVA test results are listed in
Appendix A.
The MANOVA test results explain that
frequencies of several op-codes (with sig value
close to one) differ significantly across different
authors which reject the Null hypothesis and
confirms the alternate hypothesis. For instance,

https://www.hex-rays.com/products/ida/
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the subsequent Tukey HSD and Fisher’s LSD
tests (Appendix A) for the op-code “conv.i”
show how the mean frequency value of this opcode differs for ten authors.
Training and testing a classifier
After confirming the usefulness of the op-code
frequencies as an obfuscation resistant feature, I
proceed further by training and testing some
classifiers.
We examined the data with classifiers such as
Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Naïve Bayes classifier, Lazy classifiers such as
K-NN and Artificial Neural Network base
classifiers. Our Observation revealed that the
Random Forest classifier in combination with
bagging technique yielded the best accuracy
around 93%.
Random Forests [21] is an idea of a more general
technique of random decision forests that are an
ensemble learning method for classification. A
Random Forests classifier constructs many
decision trees at training time and outputting the
class that is the mode of the categories of the
individual trees. Bootstrap aggregating, also
known as bagging, is a machine learning
ensemble meta-algorithm designed mainly to
improve the stability and accuracy of decision
tree based statistical classifiers. By using the
bagging technique, I could further reduce
variance and avoid over-fitting. After getting the
classification results, I compared the observed
accuracy with the base Zero-R classifier
(Classification solely by chance). This classifier
is the most straightforward method that depends
on the target labels only, and it ignores all
predictors. It just predicts the majority class by
merely counting the number of instances
belonging to that category. While there is no
predictability power in ZeroR, it is suitable for
determining a baseline performance as a
benchmark for other classification methods.
Our research shows that the Zero-R classifier
could only produce around 14% accuracy. This
comparison obviously proves the effectiveness
of the proposed method. The classification results
using Random Forests classifier and Bagging
technique is available in Appendix B.
According to the confusion matrix (Appendix
B), most of the binaries were labeled correctly,
but in case of one author (Author2), the classifier
roughly could identify 50% of his binaries.

Table 4: RF + Bagging Classification Summary
Correctly Classified Instances
497 (92.21%)
Incorrectly Classified Instances
42(7.79%)
Kappa statistic
0.9118
Mean absolute error
0.053
Root mean squared error
0.1284
Relative absolute error
29.9741%
Root relative squared error
43.2081%
Coverage of cases (0.95 level)
100%
Mean rel. region size (0.95 level) 42.5046%
Total Number of Instances
539

4.6.2

Use of op-code n-grams for authorship
attribution
An op-code n-gram is a contiguous sequence of
n op-codes from a given machine code
(assembly) file. An assembly file contains many
sections such as segment names, various
addresses, op-code operands, and comments.
Op-code n-grams have been used for authorship
attribution in some previous studies such as [22]
and [14]. In this research, I only considered the
op-codes because they represent machine
instructions that define characteristics of a
binary. We wrote a program to extract the opcodes from the assembly files and remove other
segments such as comments, etc. For the
experiment, I considered minimum 2 and
maximum five consecutive op-codes, and that is
to say, I generated all possible op-code 2-grams,
3-grams, 4-grams, and 5-grams. The complete
procedure can be viewed as the following
sequence:
I.
Extracting op-code
segments
for
disassembled binaries and saving the
results in a text file.
II.
Passing generated text files to Rapid
Miner data mining software for further
processing.
III.
Tokenizing the op-codes.
IV.
Generating op-code n-grams.
V.
Calculating op-code n-grams TF-IDF
(term
frequency-inverse
document
frequency), op-code n-gram frequencies
and op-code n-grams binary occurrence
matrix.
VI.
Training and testing various classifiers
with feature sets generated in the
previous step.
Our experiment shows the op-code 2-grams TFIDF values are better inputs for the classifiers.
Typically, the TF-IDF weight is composed of
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two terms [23]: the first computes the
normalized Term Frequency (TF), also known as
the number of times a word appears in a
document, divided by the total number of words
in that document; the second term is the Inverse
Document Frequency (IDF), computed as the
logarithm of the number of the documents in the
corpus divided by the number of documents
where the specific term appears. We have
calculated TF-IDF for op-codes as following:

Using TF-IDF values, the Naïve Bayes classifier
(which is a family of a simple probabilistic
classifier based on applying the Bayes theorem
with strong (naive) independence assumptions
between the features) yielded the best accuracy,
and the k-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) classifier
[24] was the second best. K-NN is a nonparametric method used for classification. For
this algorithm, the input involves the k closest
training examples in the feature space. The
output is a class membership. An object is
classified by a majority vote of its neighbors,
with the object being assigned to the class most
common among its k nearest neighbors [25]. In
the experiment I set K=3, and I used Cosine
Similarity as distance measurement. I examined
several other classifiers such as different
Decision Tree algorithms and SVM, but they
could not produce better results.
Table 5 summarizes the Naïve Bays classifier
results (more detailed results including the
confusion matrix is available in Appendix C).
Table 5: Naive Bayes Classification Summary

Number of Inputs op-code n-grams

54726

Accuracy

95.73%

Kappa

0.952

Avg. Class Recall

95.42%

Avg. Class Precision

93.02%

4.6.3 Investigating the API function calls
An API function in Windows operating system
(also known as WinAPI), is Microsoft's core set
of application programming interfaces. The
name Windows API collectively refers to some
different platform implementations that are often
referred to by their names (for instance, Win32
API). Almost all Windows programs need some
API calls to run correctly.
In this research, I have utilized Cuckoo sandbox1
which is a free and open source toolkit provided
by the Cuckoo Foundation, to trace the WinAPI
calls of the binaries. This kit is used to execute
and analyze multiple binaries automatically, and
it can collect comprehensive information
including traces of win32 API calls invoked by
all processes spawned by the samples that
outline what the binary does while running
inside an isolated virtual Windows operating
system.
For this phase, I installed the Cuckoo sandbox on
Ubuntu Linux as the host operating system, and I
used Windows XP (with .NET libraries installed)
in VirtualBox environment as the guest
operating system. Figure 8, shows how Cuckoo
works.

Figure 8: Analyzing binaries using Cuckoo toolkit

After collecting API calls and comparing them
for different authors, my observations showed
that there is no significant difference between
API calls among authors. In other words, most of
the binaries in my dataset (collected from
Google Code Jam competition) called more or
less same set of limited API functions typically
for I/O operations, file creation and arithmetic
calculations. This outcome didn’t surprise me
due to the nature of Google Code Jam contests.
1

https://www.cuckoosandbox.org/
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In short, for my dataset, API function calls could
not fulfill the second eligibility criteria
mentioned in the previous sections and hence
cannot be used for author classification purpose.
4.6.4

Examination of features derived from
binaries Control Flow Graph (CFG)
Many studies have been carried on to show
graph theory and complex networks can
represent structure and behavior of programs
[26]. A CFG is an illustration (using graph
notation), of all possible paths that might be
traversed during program execution. Every node
in the CFG signifies a block of code or function
without any jumps. Directed edges typically
represent jumps in the control flow.
I created the CFG of the binaries before and after
applying different obfuscation techniques using
IDA Pro software, and I extracted various
features from the subsequent normal and
transformed CFGs, and finally, I compared the
values of attributes to see if they are obfuscation
resistant. The extracted features in the study can
be viewed in three categories according to
information about nodes, edges, and subgraphs
which can reflect the complexity of graphs.
Table 6, summarizes the extracted features from
CFG.
Table 6: Features extracted from CFG

Feature

Description

#Nodes
#Terminal
Nodes
#Isolated
Nodes

Number of nodes in the graph
Number of nodes with
incoming edges
Number of nodes with no
incoming or outgoing edges

#Edges

Number of edges in the graph

Average Node
Degree
Max Node
Degree

Average number of outgoing
edges
Maximum number of outgoing
edges
Number of subgraphs in the
CFG

# Sub-Graphs

From the experiment results, I inferred that none
of the abovementioned features are obfuscation
resistant and their values changed significantly
after performing obfuscation techniques. I
repeated the experiment for all authors and got
same results. In brief, features derived from CFG
could not fulfill the first defined eligibility
criteria and, therefore, they are not suitable for
further classification.

5

CONCLUSION
AND
FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
Obfuscation methods make codes hard to
understand and binaries hard to reverse engineer.
Programmers mostly employ obfuscators to hide
their programming stylometry and to conceal the
program’s internal logic. They do this mainly to
protect their codes or binaries from tampering
and detection. Use of obfuscators could
complicate the reverse engineering and
authorship attribution of binaries.
In this research, I have examined some features
at binary level to see if they are obfuscation
resistant. At least for the data set that I used in
the experiment, I could identify a few features
such as op-code frequencies and op-code ngrams as obfuscation resistant. My assessments
revealed that from these features some unique
patterns for each programmer can be extracted.
The primary outcome of this study is the fact that
use of packers and obfuscators still leaves some
footprints in binary files which can be used to
identify the authors.
Since my dataset was limited to some source
codes that I obtained from the Google code jam
contests, I believe this experiment must be
repeated with different (and larger) datasets.
The study may further be extended by applying
pattern recognition techniques to the same
features or other features which can be obtained
from .NET CIL, CFG, etc.) using sequential
pattern recognition algorithms such as the
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to find unique
patterns for individual programmers. For each
author, frequent op-codes (and API calls) and
their association rules can be explored too.
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Appendix A: Tukey HSD and Fisher’s LSD tests results.

Tukey HSD test result for Author 1
Dependent Variable
conv.i

Tukey HSD

Author (i)

Author(j)

Mean diff (I,J)

Std. error

Sig

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Author 1

Author2

-.000878

.0034923

1.000

-.011974

.010218

Author3

-.000895

.0030244

1.000

-.010504

.008715

Author4

-.000485

.0030799

1.000

-.010271

.009301

Author5

-.000529

.0031236

1.000

-.010453

.009396

Author6

-.000649

.0030799

1.000

-.010435

.009137

Author7

-.001015

.0030265

1.000

-.010631

.008601

Author8

-.000624

.0031236

1.000

-.010549

.009300

Author9

-.000729

.0030483

1.000

-.010414

.008957

Author10

-.000800

.0030799

1.000

-.010585

.008986

LSD test results for programmer Author 1 ( "conv.i" )
Author (i)
LSD

Author 1

Author(j)

Mean diff (I,J)

Std. error

Sig

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Author2

-.000878

.0034923

.802

-.007739

.005982

Author3

-.000895

.0030244

.768

-.006836

.005047

Author4

-.000485

.0030799

.875

-.006535

.005565

Author5

-.000529

.0031236

.866

-.006665

.005607

Author6

-.000649

.0030799

.833

-.006699

.005401

Author7

-.001015

.0030265

.737

-.006961

.004930

Author8

-.000624

.0031236

.842

-.006761

.005512

Author9

-.000729

.0030483

.811

-.006717

.005260

Author10

-.000800

.0030799

.795

-.006850

.005251
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Appendix B: Confusion Matrix and Classification results using Random Forests classifier with Bagging
technique

Confusion Matrix

a
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

b
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
0

c
0
0
70
0
0
0
0
0
2
8

d
0
1
0
60
0
0
0
0
0
0

e
1
0
0
0
50
0
0
0
0
0

f
0
0
0
0
0
59
0
0
0
0

g
0
0
0
0
0
0
79
0
0
0

h
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
41
0
0

i
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
68
0

j
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
52

<---classified as
a=Author 1
b=Author2
c=Author3
d=Author4
e=Author5
f=Author6
g=Author7
h=Author8
i=Author9
j=Author10

Detailed Accuracy by Class

Weighted
Avg.

TP
Rate

FP
Rate

0.9
0.45
0.875
1
1
0.983
1
0.82
0.971
0.867
0.922

0
0.017
0.022
0.002
0.002
0
0
0.02
0.002
0.021
0.009

precision Recall
1
0.5
0.875
0.984
0.98
1
1
0.804
0.986
0.839
0.921

0.9
0.45
0.875
1
1
0.983
1
0.82
0.971
0.867
0.922

Fmeasure

MCC

ROC
Area

PRC
Area

Class

0.947
0.474
0.875
0.992
0.99
0.992
1
0.812
0.978
0.852
0.921

0.948
0.455
0.853
0.991
0.989
0.991
1
0.792
0.975
0.834
0.913

1
0.978
0.99
1
1
1
1
0.989
0.999
0.988
0.995

1
0.474
0.957
0.999
0.999
1
0.998
0.882
0.997
0.905
0.952

Author 1
Author2
Author3
Author4
Author5
Author6
Author7
Author8
Author9
Author10
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Appendix C: Confusion Matrix, Class Precision and Class Recall values for Naive Bayes Classifier

true
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true
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true
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class
precision

pred.
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0

0

0
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0

100.00%

pred.
Author2

0

19

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

0

65.52%

pred.
Author3

0

0

71

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

98.61%

pred.
Author4

0

0

0

60

0

0

0

0

0

0

100.00%

pred.
Author5

0

0

0

0

50

0

0

0

0

0

98.04%

pred.
Author6

0

0

0

0

0

60

0

0

0

0

100.00%

pred.
Author7

0

0

0

0

0

0

79

0

0

0

100.00%

pred.
Author8

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

40

0

1

88.89%

pred.
Author9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

70

0

93.02%

pred.
Author10

0

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

58

87.88%

class recall

90.00%

95.00%

88.75%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

80.00%

100.00%

96.67%
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